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WEATHER FORECAST WE PRINT THE NEWS
Tonight and Saturday Fair; If You Read It
Temperature Stationary In The Optlo, It's So
VOL. XXXI I No 129 EAST LAS VlfeAS, NEW MEXICO,. FRIDAY, APRIL 7, 191 1 CITY EDITION
STEEL POINTS IN CAPSULETO LIE BESIDE SISTER Berthoid and his band of sixty-fiv- e
rebels at Alamo, 75 milea south ofWOUNDED TAKENHARRIMAN LINESIDENTITY OF THE GIANT LINER IS
HELD FAST IN
BEACH SANDS
MexicalL March 23, are confirmed
by fugitives arriving from that vicin
ity. , They also report one, hundred
fifty federals at Salada, only 20 mile
southeast of Mexican. General Stan-
ley Williams with eighty rebels, all
Americans, is at the Cudahy ranch, a
short distance from Mexlcali.
Begins Career of Terrorism
Calexico, Calif., April 7. Stanley
Williams and his band of eighty reb-
els stationed at Algodones last night
began a career of robbery and terror-Ism- ,
attacking American ranches lo
cated in Lower California. The loot
Of Williams' band already la
to amount to more than $10,000. United
States citizens have appealed to the
American troops here for help.
JAPANESE HERO FLIES
Pinehurst, N. C., April 7 In the lat
est type of CurtiBs war aeroplane,
Commander Shicgoro Salto of the Im-
perial Japanese navy and a hero, of
the siege of Port Arthur, made his
first aeroplane trip yesterday, accom
panying Lincoln Beachy on a ten-minu-
spin through the air. Commander
Saito was elated over his flight. In
a strong wind aviator and passenger
traveled about eight miles.
SHORT MESSAGES
HOBBY OF TAFT
THE PRESIDENT HOLDS THE
RECORD ROOSEVELT'S
WERE LONGEST
Washington, April (!. The two last
presidents hold the record for the
longest and shortest messages sent to
congress at the beginning of a ses-
sion. There have been messages with
as few an fifty words sent to con
gress, but they dealt with diplomatic
matters.
The longest message, ever sent in
was that of President Roosevelt on
the Panama canal. It contained near
ly fifty thousand words and in addi
tion was profusely illustrated.
Aside from those of a- diplomatic
nature Presldnt Taft holds the rec-
ord for the shortest message, that on
the tariff to the extra session of the
Sixty-firs- t congress, which contained
Just 324 words. The next shortest
message was Mr. Taft's recommenda-
tion sent to congress last Tuesday.
It contained 650 words. Mr. Taft is
also second In lenghty messages
40,000 to the regular session of con-gras- s
last December.
GIRL SPELLS 2,500 WORDS
Bowling Green,. Mo.,. April. 7.
Seppulchre," spelled Miss Margaret
Patterson this afternoon, and the two
P's ended the longest spelling bee
ever held in Missouri, with Miss Ruth
Crenshaw, the winner, still standing.
The Pike county court house was
filled with, friends and relatives of
contestants, who for seventeen hours
with only an occasional intermission,
had withstood the bombardment of
words until 10,000 had been given out.
The contest was held under the super-
vision of the county school commis-
sioner. It is estimated that of the
10,000 words assigned to the contest-
ants the winner spelled 2,500.
FATAL GUN DUEL
BETWEEN OFFICERS
AT MORENCI, ARIZONA, CONSTA-
BLE AND NIGHT WATCHMAN
FOUGHT TO DEATH
El Paso, Tex., April 7. In a duel
on the outskirts of Morenci, Ariz.,
this morning, according to a special
dispatch, Constable Len Scott and
Night Watchman George Johnson
were killed. An old feud existed be-
tween the men, due to Johnson's
arrest by Scott, five years, ago on a
charge of cattle stealing. ,; !...,
TRUST CASES POSTPONED
Detroit, Mich., April 7. The trial
of the government's case against the
members of the "bath tub
trust," has been postponed from the
May to the November term of court
because of certain newspaper articles
to , which Judge Dennlsoi took
New York, April 7. On the Kron-pi'iu-
iltielm arrived yesterday af
ternoon the body of Baroness von
Zedtwitz, who was Miss Caldwell of
Louisville, Ky. ' It was accompanied
by her sou, the Baron Waldemar von
Zedtwitz, who is about fourteen years
old, and Miss Winifred Smythe, who
was secretary to the baroness. The
body will be sent to Louisville for
burial in Cave Hill cemetery, beside
that or her sister the Marquise des
Monstien Merinville, who was Miss
Mary Gwendolyn Caldwell. The Baro
ness von Zedtwitz died at Frankfort--
last December.
WILL AID WIFE SLAYER
Wilkesbarre, Pa., April 7. George
L. Marion, the theatrical man of New
York City in jail here under sentence
of death, was cheered today by news
that a number of theatrical managers
have held a meeting and agreed to
do all they could to aid him in secur
ing a new trial or commutation to life
imprisonment. Charles S- - Breed,
manager of the Majestic theater.
Brooklyn, sent word that a benefit
performance would be given to raise
money, Marlon shot and killed his
runaway wife in the office of the chief
of police here more than a year ago
$60,000 IN GOWNS
COLLECTOR LOEB'S CHIEF DE-
TECTIVE CHASES SUSPECT
ACROSS THE CONTINENT
San Diego, April 7. Harvey Kirk-patric-
chief of the secret service
staff of William T. Loeb, collector of
customs of the port of New York,
spent the last ten days at Coronado
shadowing a, woman who is Buspected
of smuggling gowns into this country
through New York to the value of
$60,000. , - :
The suspect learned she was being
'atched and left Coronado suddenly
yesterday morning. She purchase.!
a ticket for Los Angeles. Kirkpatrick
left for the north on the next train.
Her name could not be learned.
At the Hotel del Corodano the man-
agement refused to give any informa-
tion. This much, is known. The wo-
man came to Coronado two weeks
ago, supposedly from New York City,
Her home is at Lenox, Mass., and it
is said she is one of the beat known
society women In New York, and Mas-
sachusetts. The woman spent last fall
in Europe, and returned with a large
number of trunks. These were exam-
ined, but it has since developed thai
in a secret bottom in each of the
trunks a number of handsome Paris-Ia- n
gowns were hidden.
;
REFUSES TO RECEDE
Madrid, April 7. The new 'Spanish
cabinet attended the sitting of the
Chamber of Deputies late yesterday.
Premier Canalejas declared that he
would carry out the program of the
preceding ministry, without change.
With regard to the Ferrer case, he
said the government desired the dis-
cussion to be continued as fully as
possible, but it must be kept within
parliamentary bounds.
SMUGGLING BECOMES
HAZARDOUS BUSINESS
COOLIE CHINESE ACCUMULATE
AT ENSENADA, WHERE 200 ARE
REPORTED STARVING
Sandiego, Calif., April 7. With
every foot of the Mexican border pa-
trolled by United States troops, while
a fleet of war craft is operating out
of San Diego harbor, the smuggling
of Chinese across the boundary has
been made ' too hazardous an occu-
pation as a result of the military and
naval mobilization. A Chinese merch-
ant at San Diego yesterday shipped
one hundred mats of rice by steamer
to Ensenada, Lower California, where
200 stranded Chinese are on the
verge of starvation. Ensenada has
been Its center bt smuggling opera-
tions and the fact, that 200 Asiatics
have accumulated there since the un-
expected ordering of troops to the
boundary, illustrates the extent to
which the operations are usually car-
ried 'on. ,
Ithaca, N. Y., April 7. After having
placed sixteen steel points of an arch
ltect's compass in a capsule In his
pocket for safe keeping, Instructor
John T. Williams of Sibley College,
Cornell University, swallowed the
capsule In mistake for one containing
medicine. In a few days Mr- - Williams
suffered severe intestinal pains and
then his mistake dawned upon him,
He was taken to the Ithaca hospital
where, after an operation which re-
quired two hours, the compass points
were removed. Williams is in a seri
ous condition, but is expected to re
cover.
TEDDY JR. A GOOD SALESMAN
San Francisco, April 7. Theodore
Roosevelt, jr., Is making good as a
carpet salesman here. F. Towler,
manager of the San Francisco branch
of the Hartford Carpet company,
spoke with enthusiasm today of the
earnestness and ability displayed by
the son of the former president, and
declared that he planned to promote
young Roosevelt to be a road salesman
soon. If he makes good on the road
he will then become manager of one
of the carpet company's Smaller
branches.
SEVENTY-FIV- E
HORROR IN COLLIERY NEAR
SCRANTON, PA. FIRE RAG-
ING IN WORKINGS
Scranton, Pa., April 7. Fifty to--
seventy-fiv- e men employed in the Ban
croft mine of the Scranton Coal com-
pany at Throop, are entombed. All
chances of escape are believed to be
cut on. Fire raginlg along the en-lir- e
vein, owitiH' to the engine house
having been set ablaze.
, Two men Jfi escaped said fifty
men were shut in by the fire. This
afternoon it was admitted the task
of rescue was almost a hopeless one.
NEGRO LEAVES $1,500,000
Philadelphia, April 7 John Trower,
worth $1,500,000, and one of the rich-
est negroes in the country, is dead
here. Trower, who was born in East-vill-
Va., made sufficient money as
a boy to pay off the mortgage on his
father's farm when he became 21
years old. Then, with $52, he start-
ed out to make his own fortune. After
working at opening oysters in Balti-
more, he came to this city in 1870
and opened a restaurant across the
street from a railroad station in
IDuring the centennial year
he made enough money to buy the
old Germantown Savings Fund build
ing for $25,000. In 1889 he secured
the catering work at Cramp's ship-
yards.
ARAB ASSASSINS PROTECTED
Constantinople, April 7. The two
Arabs who killed Herbert F. Decou,
the American archaeologist, at Cy- -
rene, Northern Africa, on March 11,
have not yet been captured. The loc
al authorities fear to invade the
tribe with whom the assassins took
refuge. An additional guard has been
assigned to, protect Decou's associates
in their work at Cyrene.
DELAWARE AT RIO, HOME-BOUN-
Rio Janeiro, April 7. The battle- -
shfp Delaware, en route home from
Valparaiso, arrived here today. The
German cruiser Bremen sailed today
for Newport News, where she will go
into dry-doc-
STATE TO BUILD
MOFFAT TUNNEL
LOWER HOUSE OF COLORADO
LEGISLATURE PASSES SUCH--
BILL
Denver, April 7. The house today
by a rote of 35 to 30 passed the
Moffat tunnel bill, empowering
the state to issue four million dollars
in bonds for the construction of
tunnel through ifche Rockies which will
be used by the Denver Northwestern
and Pacific railroad, which Is known
as tne Moffat road. The measure now
coe." lo the senate.- -
DOUBLE-TRAC- K
TO PACIFIC
PLANS AUTHORIZED BY DIREC
TORS FOR VAST IMPROVE-
MENT COMPLETED
WILL BEGIN WORK QUITE SOON
FORMAL ANNOUNCEMENT OF
GANTIC UNDERTAKING IS
MADE
TO RUSH THE CONSTRUCTION
BUILDING OF PARALELL TRACK
AGE WILL BE STARTED AT
SEVERAL POINTS
New York, April 7. Plans for the
double-trackin- g of the Barriman sys-
tem from the Missouri river to the
Pacific, recently authorized by the
directors, have been completed and
preparations are under way to begin
work. The announcement was made
late yesterday by Julius Kruttschnitt,
and director of main-taiuanc- e
and operation of the Union
Pacific and Southern Pacific railroads-
'Work will begin at a number of
places at the same time," said Mr.
Kruttschnitt. "One of the stretches
will be from Julesburg, Colo., west,
about one hundred miles."
400 CRACK BALL PLAYERS
New York, April 7. Nearly four
hundred ball players begin drawing
salaries from sixteen major leagues
clubs on April 12, when the 1911 sea-
son opens throughout the , , country..
The baseball sharks figure that be-
fore the pennant race ends, the mag-
nates will have paid Out more than
$800,000 for services rendered. Play-
ers in the National and American
leagues this year will receive' more
money than ever paid before In the
history of the game.
ELLIS WAINWRIGHT
FINALLY jUHBENDERS
MILLIONAIRE BREWER RETURNS
TO ST. LOUIS TO FACE
BRIBERY CHARGE
St. Louis, April 7. Ellis Waln-wrigh- t,
the millionaire brewer, who
was in Europe when he was indicted
in 1901 on a charge of bribery In
connection with the street railway
franchise, surrendered here today to
the sheriff. He was released on
$20,00(1 bond. Unsuccessful efforts
were made by Joseph W- - Folk, then
circuit attorney, to extradite Wain-wrigh- t,
and equally unsuccessful ef-
forts were made by Wainwright's
friends to have the case nolled. For-
mer Governor Folk was retained as
special prosecutor a year ago in the
case, if Wainwrlght should return.
COUNTY ASSESSOR BUSY
One of the busiest places in town is
the office of County Assessor John
H. York. Mr. York and his deputies
are engaged In making the assessment
for 1911. They are required by law
to complete the task before May 1.
Mr. York has been engaged in the as-
sessment for some time and has just
entered upon the final lap. Many
people are going to his office every
day to present their property for as-
sessment. If such action is not taken
before the close of this month a pen-
ally is added to the taxes. Property
owners are asked to bear this fact in
mind.
TRAFFIC WEST HEAVY
Due to the fact that the winter
colonist rates to the coast will be
brought to a close Monday, April
to the west is steadily Increas-
ing in volume, large numbers of peo-
ple availing themselves of the last
opportunity to utilize the cheap rates.
On train No. 1 today every lower berth
was sold and only two uppers remain-
ed unoccupied. It Is expected that
No. 1 and No. 7 will be run In two
sections for at least a. week to acco-
modate the travel.
TD JUAREZ BY
FEDERALS
TRANSFER MADE FROM CASAS
GRANDES, 8CENE OF RECENT
BATTLE
PRISONERS BROUGHT ALONG
TRIP WAS MADE BY TRAIN
UNDER ESCORT OF GOVERN.
MENT TROOPS
BORDER TOWN IS MENACED
BAND OF 400 INSURRECTOS NEAR
BY MAY MEAN EARLY
ATTACK
El Paso, Tex., April 7. Eighty-thre- e
wounded and a number of prisoners
taken by the federals at Casas Gran- -
des recently were brought to Juarez
today. The wounded were in box
cars, but well cared for by the escort,
which numbered about two hundred,
with two field pieces and two rapid
Are gunB.
The United States customs guards
report four hundred insurrectos at
San Ignacio, opposite Fort Hancockl
just east of El Paso. The appearance
of this force, whiich it is believed
is awalfng reinforcements, has re-
vived the fears of an attack on Jua
rez.
Dispatches from Cullacan, the capi-
tal of Sinaloa, declare two engage-
ments have taken place near Majolo
and a number of wounded federals
have been brought In. Couriers re-
port forty insurreotos have been
killed by federal artillery. One hun
dred fifty troope are left to guard
Cullacan and Governor Redo has been
directed to maintain ft deferral v- - atti-
tude. '
General Berthold Defeated
Mexlcali, Mex., Aril 7. Reports of
the defeat and rout of General Simon
DEMOCRATS IN ROW
OVER CHAIRMANSHIP
STRONG OPPOSITION TO SELEC
TION OF SENATOR MARTIN .
OF VIRGINIA
Washington, April 7. A caucus of
the democratic senators will be held
this afternoon for the purose of se-
lecting a caucus chairman, which po-
sition carries with the minority floor
leadership. The session will be pro
longed and lively, as there appears
to be a sharp difference of opinion
over the eligibility of Senator Mar
tin for the leadership. The opposi-
tion to the Virginia senator, whose
election was conceded prior to the re-
cent visit to Washington of W. J.
Bryan, comes from what is known as
the progressive faction and is led by
Senator Stone of Missouri. Either
Senator Stone or Senator Culbertson
will probably be placed In nomination
against Martin.
The caucus adjourned at 1:15 and
it was announced that the election
this afternoon of Mr. Martin was con-
ceded. Senator Newlands, it was stat-
ed, would be nominated against him
MISSING BOY TURNS UP
Philadelphia, April 7. Twelve-year-ol- d
Bernard Rogers, who disappeared
from his home here more than a
week ago, has been located In At-
lantic City, where he had gone on a
pleasure trip. Interest In his disap-
pearance was aroused when his uncle
J. F. Rogers, an assistant district at-
torney, reeclved a postal card pur-
porting to be from a' convict, who
said he had been sent to the pent
tentlary through Rogers' efforts, and
that he had shut the boy in a freight
car for revenge. It was feared the boy
had been locked in a car and starved.
PLUNGED OVER PRECIPICE
Lamar, Colo., April 7. Munroe
High, aged 21, son of a wealthy busi-
ness man of Clinton, Ky., became lost
In the Two Buttes section, forty miles
southwest of here, Wednesday night
and plunged over a 200-fo- precipice
to his death. v
KIDNAPERS IS
KNOWN
RUMORS IN CIRCULATION LAST
NIGHT AND TODAY LEAD TO
THIS CONCLUSION
THEIR ARREST LOOKED FOR
IT IS SAID THAT THE PERSONS
SUSPECTED ARE CONSTANT-L-
BEING WATCHED
A REAL SENSATION PROMISED
WHEN OFFICERS MAKE FINAL
MOVE, THERE'LL LIKELY BE
SOME SURPRISES
The identity of the kidnapers
f of little Waldo Rogers is known.
At least this is the conclusion
f drawn from rumors in clrcula- -
f tion in Las Vegas today. It is
said the officers have secured
enough evidence against certain
persons who are suspected to
warrant their being taken into
f custody, probably by tomorrow.
It is reported that, when the
f arrests are made these - will
f cause a tremendous sensation.
Arrests Believed Near
Despite the fact another twenty- -
four hours has slipped by without wit
nessing an arrest in the Rogers kid-
naping case, and in th face of per-- '
sistent denial on the part of the off-
icers that any advancment has been
made, it la rumored that sensational
developments will occur before the
close of ttue weeK Though, they are
exceedingly al It la believ-
ed the officers have traced certain
clewa found by them early In the
search and have under their constant
surveillance certain persons whom
they believe participated In the
crime. That no arrests have occur-
red is believed to be due to caution
on the part of the officials, who do
not wish, to take hasty action.
It is asserted that the officers have
been able at a few moments' notice
to seize persons whom they believe
are Implicated. But they preferred,
evidently, to weave closer the net of
evidence which they are constructing,
before taking decisive action. It Is
believed Impossible for the suspected
persons to get out of town, should
they attempt to do so, as every ave
nue of escape is being watched.
Every action on the part of the of
ficers points to their belief that the
criminals are In the city.
Not any hint of the identity of the
people suspected has escaped the lips
' f tvA officers. But rumor has it
' that when the arrests are made they
will occasion considerable surprise.
The air of mystery that surrounds the
doings of the sleuths is causing con-
jecture as to what they are doing and
when they expect to take decisive
Bteps. o
When asked today if there was any-
thing new in the situation Captain
Fornoff of the mounted police said,
after glancing at the clouds:
"It looks exceedingly like rain to-
day. That should be good news."
Perhaps Captain Fornoff suggested
something wet In order to put a dam-
per on the ardor of his questioner,
who was endeavoring to elicit from
him some inkling as to what the
mounted police are doing. Yesterday
the officers looked exceedingly
gloomy. Today their faces bore cheer-
ful expressions. Have they reason
for cheering up? A good many Las
Vegas people would like to know.
COMING HOME SUNDAY
John Joerns, clerk of the court for
the Fourth judicial district, has In-
formed friends here that he and Mrs.
Joerns will return Sunday from Ra-
ton, where Mr. Joerns has been at-
tending the district court for Colfax
county during the past two weeks.
EARTHQUAKE WRECKS CHURCH
Murcia, Spain, .April 7. A church
and the railway station at Lorqul were
ruined by the earthquake which was
felt here yesterday. Some , damage
was done here also.
THE PRINCESS IRENE, WITH 1,700
MAROONED PASSENGERS
HELPLESS
THOSE ABOARD FRIGHTENED
HOWEVER, HEAVY SEA MAKES
THEIR REMOVAL DANGEROUS
PROBLEM
LIFE SAVERS STANDINGS
TUGS WORKING DESPERATELY
TO PULL BIG STEAMSHIP
INTO DEEP WATER
f Lone Hill Life Savins: Station.
April 7. The trans-shipmen- t of
passengers from the stranded
steamer Prinzess Irene began at
1 o'clock this afternoon, when a
surf boat bearing fifteen women
passengers left the Irene's lee
side and was taken aboard the
relief ship Prince Friederich
Wllhelm. It is not thought it
will be possible to remove all the
passengers during daylight to- -
f day, and no attempt will be f
made to remove them when .
darkness comes. f
Big Waves Pounding Liner
New York, April 7. Daylight today
disclosed the big liner Princess Irene
loaded with seventeen hundred pas-
sengers from Mediterranean ports.
still broadside on the sands of Fire
Island beach, on the edge of the
"grave yard of the Atlantic." Dawn
showed to her frightened passengers
a storm swept sea, with the great
swells piling higher and higher
against the ship, and spending spray
In showers over her decks. The ef-
forts of the tugs to release the liner
had pulled her stern around twenty-fiv- e
degrees, but had shoved her nose
deeper Into the sand. The problem
of moving the passengers is a serious
one. Life savers are on the beach
and the steamship Prlnz Friedrich
Wllhelmi left her docks at Hoboken
this morning to so to the scene and
aid In the rescue. The derelict
Seneca also has been sum-
moned. But the life savers say con-
ditions of the weather and sea are
such it la dangerous to try to remove
the passengers at present.
Life Savers Stand By
Lone Hill, Life Saving Station, Lone
Island, April 7. The giant liner Prin
cess Irene is still lying helpless on
the Sand Keys off here today, with
her. 1,700 passengers still aboard and
tugs working unavailably to pull her
off the dangerous shoals. The
stranded steamer Is deeper in the
sand than when she struck yesterday.
A breeches buoy connects the steam-
er with the short line, while three
life saving crews stand by with life
boats on the shore. Near the Irene
are the revenue cutters Seneca and
Mohawk.
ACCUSED OF FRAUD
Boston, April 7. On charges of us
ing the mails to defraud the publir.
of large sums, Warren B. Wheeler,
and Stlllman Shaw of the firm of
Wheeler and Shaw, formerly fiscal
agents of the North, American Rubber
company of this' city, were arrested
today after they had voluntarily sur-
rendered to a deputy United States
marshal.
Wheeler and Shaw entered formal
pleas of not guilty before TT. S. Com-
missioner Haynee and were released
on bonds of three thousand dollars
each. It Is charged that $620,000 was
obtained from the public by the rub-
ber company on false representations.
INVESTIGATING SUFFRAGE
Denver, April 7 Count Carl Moltke,
the Danish ambassador to the TTnited
States is in Denver to investigate the
workings of woman suffrage in this
state for his government, which
considering the granting of full suf-
frage to women. The women ttf Den-
mark already have the right lo vote
in municipal elections..,,
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MAN MURDERED DOING A GREAT
WORK FOR THE
rr r
HIH IS TO CLAIM
MISS ELKINS AS
HIS BRIDE
CAPT. SCOTT ON
A POLE TRIP
DELUXE
NEAR CARLSBAD
ROWLANDSLAYER FLEES
is X&tThe 4th After Supper SaleJOSEPH LEITER, NOW IN CHICA-
GO, ALMOST TOLD OF RO-
MANCE, BUT DIDN'T
THE EXPLORER HAS MOTOR
SLEDGES, PLENTY OF
MONEY, ETC.
DURING A QUARREL MARTIN
MENOOZA WAS SHOT AND
KILLED BY 8. RODRIGUEZ on Saturday Night at 7:3o
The recent news of Captain Scott
from the Antarctic continent brings
to .mind once more the most costly
and most fully equipped expedition
which ever set out for northern or
southern nolar regions. Exclusive of
Carlsbad, N. M., April 7. As the
result of a quarrel, Wart In Mendoza,
a resident of the suburb of Chihua-
hua, was killed. A man named S.
Rodrlguei is suspected of the
shooting. Mendoza was found
dead with a bullet hole in his chest
Posses are scouring the country sur-
rounding Carlsbad for Rodriguez. ,
Riddled By Four Bullets.
Santa Rosa, N. M., April 7. Dioni-ci- o
Velesquez was shot four times
Almost unnecessary to advertise this event. It has already secured a following who
have found it pays to be on hand bright and early at these week-en- d merchandising events.
Some of our best departments made liberal contributions of good merchand;se for this
week's end sale and we didn't take the prices that they carried but made our own, for theAfter Supper Sale must give you goods at a lower valuation than you can buy them under
any other circumstances.
t A slow old-tim- e merchant would be horrified at the way we put prices on the toboggan
at these After Supper Sales. The After Supper Sale is certainly appreciated.
SATURDAY EVENING ONLY, 7:30 to 9:30
FOR CASH ONLY NO 'PHONE ORDERS ACCEPTED
PROFESSOR. M. COTTRELL HAS
MADE FEATURE OF FARM
DEPARTMENT
One method of creating wealth in
the territory of a railroad empire for
the benefit of the citizens of that
territory as well as for the railway
is shown in the work conducted by
Prof. Cottrell and his pamphlet, says
Editor Reisman of Rock Island Em-
ployee's Magazine. Professor Cottrell
and his lecturers spoke to aver a
100,000 people in the last few months.
Surely a number to be considered
when the books are balanced.
This work is (and this is a sim-
ple fact) planned,, started and de-
veloped through the vigor of one man,
H. M. Cottrell. The pamphlets, for
Instance, though they are written by
various experts of different state agri-
cultural colleges, are suggested and
written under the personal attention
of the Rock Island commissioner.
his ship, which cost J60.000, Captain
Scott, who heads this enterprise, had
$200,000 at his disposal, every penny
Chicago, April 7. All the secrets
of the international romance of Miss
Katharine Elklns, the Duke of the
AbruzzI and "Billie 'Hitt nearly came
out in Chicago the other day. The
details of the modern romance which
has interested two continents for
more than two years were almost
given to the public. Joseph Leiter, son
of the late Levi Z. Leiter, society
leader, a close personal friend of
Miss Elking and Mr. Hitt, said he
knew all about their romance as well
as that of the West Virginia beauty
and the Italian nobleman. He reflect-
ed a moment, however, and declared
what be had beard was told him in
confidence and that Be could not tell
It.
Mr. Leiter, with his sister, Mrs. Co
of which was expended to the best
advantage. Every aid was given to
Captain Scott in his fitting out of the
expedition, including a $100,000 donathrough the body with a .38 caliber
revolver and Juan Archibeque Is held,
charged with shooting bim. The
tion from the British government, and
be had little difficulty in raising the
remainder of the sum he required by
popular subscription. It was quite ashooting
occurred in Pintada canyon, $6.50 Dress Skirts $3.35 25c Soap 9cabout fifteen miles west of Santa
Rosa. The first news of the tragedy correct contrast from the
bar-- j task
which confronted Peary, when the diswas received here when the wound One lot of Women's Dress Skirtsincluding a variety of styles,
all new, desirable models,
coverer of the North Pole had all he lin Campbell, formerly Miss Nancy
Leiter, and the latter's husband,ed man was brought In
' by his
could do to raise less than one-qua- r The peculiar characteristic of theColonel Campbell, a dashing young
12 gross Armour's Arbor Day Series
Toilet Soap, highly perfumed, a
soap of quality, put up three cakes
to a box and sells at 25c per box
everywhere, for our After Supper QrSale, per box
Not Over Two Boxes to a Customer
ter of the money showered upon Scott.
brother for treatment. It was found
that his wounds were not necessarily
fatal, and with proper attention he
worth regularly $p50 each,
' for our After Supper Sale,
choice
man lies in his ability to secure en-
thusiastic from peopleThe greatest problem, of course, in
Irish army man, until recently sta-
tioned in India, are at the Blackstone $335either Arctic or Antarctic work is that hotel for a week.
of transportation transportation of After denying the truth of the storthe food supplies on which alone de-
pend the lives of the exploring party. ies concerning hunting escapades
in
not allied to the road. Wherever the
special trains go, men, women and
children turn out in igpod crowds, the
r suit of thorough and wise advertis-
ing, direct and indirect- - On the dry
farming special trip the action of
the Seibert State bank illustrates the
point. The bank sent over 500 per
On tuo forwarding of provisions fror. Louisiana in which members
of a
party he was entertaining on board
his river yacht were reported to have
50c Sheets 38c
10 dozen Sheets, full 72x90 inches,
made with center seam, worth reg-
ularly 50c each, for Saturday
only, each OOC
his base at McMurdo Sound, 750
$1.25 Men's Shirts 63c
5 dozen Men's Monarch Shirts,
broken lots, in a good variety of
patterns and colors, all sizes, reg-
ular $1.25 value, for our After C11)-Sup- per
Sale, choice UtIL
participated, Mr. Leiter said hemiles from his objective point, thpole. Captain Scott spent months, and wanted it understood that he is a
sonal invitations to the farmers.even yeare, taking into account tne
lessons learned in his own previous Wherever the train stops, a gala
holiday is declared. Often parades and
Chlcagoan and expects to remain one
despite the fact that he resides in
Washington about two and a half
months each winter.
Antarctic experiences, and the feat
of ShackJeton in crossing the south-
ern mountain barriers and the frigid.
will probably recover. The particu-
lars of the affair, as learned from
Velasquez, were meager. He said he
was talking to the wife of Archibe-
que, when the latter suddenly opened
fire on him. He ran, and while run-
ning said that fourteen shots were
fired at him, four of them taking ef-
fect. Later Archblque came in and
surrendered to Sheriff Casaus. His
version of the affair was, that while
he was returning from work he saw
Velasquez and Mrs- - Archibeque leave
his house together. He followed them
some distance up a canyon to where
the couple sat down and, he claims,
became very affectionate. , He then
approached the pair and began, shoot-
ing. Velasquez ran and Archibeque
fired at him as long as his ammuni-
tion lasted. Archibeque says David
Urban and Maria Cornelia Tenorlo
know all about it and he wants them
dinners and special speechmaking is
"Really, Miss Elkins did not shoot made part of the occasion by the
eager folk. So aside from the inblizzard swept, Antarctic plateau.
12 l-2- c Laces 2c
One lot of laces including about 2,500
yards of Valenciennes and Torchon
edges and insertions) one half to two
and one half inches wide, worth from
5c to 12$c per yard, for our After pSupper Sale C
$1.00 Underwear 65c
One lot of Men's Underwear includ-
ing both Black and Salmon French
Ribbed garments, all new goods
and sells regularly at $1.00 per
suit, for our After Supper Sale, CP
per suit UtIL
The motor sledge is a new develop crease in freight and passenger traf
ment and bids fair to become the most
promising means of polar transport.
any alligators or ducks or anything
in Louisiana," said Mr. Leiter.. "I
don't see how all these things get
out. We had quite a nice party on
our yacht and enjoyed the trip very
much, but we didn't go around the
fic that will result from the improved
methods taught from the train, a na-
tional work of good-wille- d
betterment, social as well as
economic, is going forward.
As a result of two years' experiments,
motor sledge has been evolved
which has undergone satisfactory country shooting everything in sight,
as some newspaper stories have in There is one phase of the commistrials on the snows of Norway.
Captain Scott took with him three dicated we did. sioner's work that should be noted.
Farming communities by their veryof the motor siedges, designed after
both as witnesses for his defense at exhaustive tests had been made on nature do not know what the other
half of the country would or shouldthe snows of Norway. Imagine a treadthe preliminary examination.
Pleads Guilty to Shooting.
mill with tta bottom surface lying on
"And that 'floating palace,' which
some papers have called the small
craft we traveled in, was not built
by me at great expense, but leased
for the trip. ,,... ;
"Miss Elklns oh, yes, she is a very
good friend of ours- - Yes, a most
the snow, and, aa its two wheels, one
on each end, revolve, going ahead onLas Cruces, N. M., April 7. The ESTABLISHED 106Eits chain. Thus you have . a pictureterritorial grand ujry returned an in-
of Captain Scott'p motor sledges. , interesting and beautiful young wo
Besides the sledges, Captain Scott, man,'! . ' ' ,
has 130 dogs and thirty Siberian
want. Markets become a matter of
habit. Mr. Cottrell is doing real eco-
nomic missionary wdrk in trying to
get the" farmer to... the more wealthy
market, in teaching him t0 ralse the
particular sort of prcuuet that a cer-
tain locality lacks, and in getting him
to do it efficiently. Sauce for the
goose is sauce for the gander. The
commissioner has been at work tell-
ing the city people what they
should want to eat creating markets.
This applies especially to the Rocky
Mountain' cities and the Louisiana
ponies. Both tne dogs ana tne ponies
were selected for him very carefully
"Can you throw any light on her
reported engagement to the Duke Of
the Abruzzi?" he was asked.
"Well, I might; I I I but I don't
think I ought to."
and were shipped to Xew Zealand,
dictment against Alfred Frederick
Murcel on a charge of shooting Alfred
Parker, the affray taking place at Rin
con, both parties belonging to a car-
nival company which was exhibiting
in that town. Murcel was arraigned
In court Wednesday and pleaded guil-
ty. Judge Parker has not passed sen-
tence upon him. All of the witnesses
who had Seen held here the past
week, were discharged.
GROSS, HELL Y & CO,
"Do you know whether she is en (Incoporated)
four years before he became 'Rock
Island's commissioner he was director
of the farmers' institute and college
extension work of the Colorado Agri-
cultural college- - The training, you
see, has been complete. He has been
succeeding. The work is no less than
wonderful. Tomorrow is going to be
a great big day in the Rock Island
states of America. Professor Cottrell
is one of the many Rock Islanders
who are getting up before breakfast.
gaged to Mr. Hitt?"
"I'm not going to tell anything;
that's for her to do," was the reply. sweet potato. Southern early wheat
and northern mills, is another case.
This is the work of the agricultural
TO SUPPRESS OPIUM TRADE commission. He is doing it well- - To
a certain extent it is his genius. The
WHOLESALE GROCERS
and Dealer In
WOOL. HIDES and PELTS
BAIN WAGONS-RACI- NE VEHICLES-- Kir
The Hague, April 7. Great Britain,
the United States, France, Germany,
"I admit that I am fond of split-
ting hairs," said the argumentative
man. "I'd rather split a Welsh rab-
bit with you," replied the hungry one- -
rest is the result of his thorough
Italy, Russia, Portugal, the Nether training. It began when he was
lands, Persia, Japan, China and Siam Kansas farmer boy. The rest of his
life 'was further training. He washave named delegates to the interna
Spring Tired? graduated fr6m the Kansas Agricultur-al college and then obtained the detional conference here next month todiscuss plans for suppressing the
opium traffic. At the suggestion of
Great Britain a proposal will be made
to include morphine and cocaine with
Are You Weary and Run Down?
Are You Sick and Depressed? Is gree of master of science after three
years as a student of agriculture and
SEVEN HOUSES
r'
East Las Vegas, N. M., Albuquerque, N. M,, Tucumcari, N. M.
Carona, N. M-- , Rowe, N. M., Pecos, H. M.,
Trinidad, Colorado
Your Blood Thin and Poor?
Do you take cold easily? Dr you agricultural chemistry. For a .follow'
Shake Into Your Shoes
Allen's Foot-Eas- the antiseptic pow-
der. It relieves painful, smarting,
tender, nervous feet, and instantly
takes the sting out of corns and bun-
ions. It's the greatest comfort dis-
covery of the age. Allen's Foot-Eas- e
makes tight or new shoes feel easy. It
is a certain relief for sweating, cal-
lous, swollen, tired, aching feet. Al-
ways use it to break in new shoes.
Try it today. Sold everywhere, 25
cents. Don't accept any substitute.
For FREE trial package, address Al-
len S. Olmsted, Le Roy, N. Y.
feci shivery? Utterly fatigued out opium in the prohibition to be en
forced.
lag three years he operated a farm
of 400 acres in Kansas. During an
It is desired to place the traffic in
after a little exertion? Is your com-
plexion bad? Do you feel that life is
not worth living? Nearly every one
has some of these symptoms in
spring; for winter, while apparently
other four years he was an assist-
ant at the Kansas experiment station,these drugs under the control of in-
ternational law. The conference will Then for six years he was superin-
tendent of the 1,000-acr- e farm of Leviseek to have the delegates recommendbracing, is all the time sapping your
strength. By spring every one is in a
more or less played-ou- t condition to their own governments measures For the Special Tradejust right to catcli any disease ISotalways sick; but tired, tired, tired. To
carry you through the changeable,
trying, disease-breedin- g weather pf
for the suppression of the production
and use of opium, morphine and co-
caine, except ujwn physicians' pre-
scriptions; the prevention of the ship-
ment of the drugs to other countries ;
the control of their sale and use; the
closing of opium resorts and the ex
GOVERNOR GRATIFIED
Santa Fe, N. M., April 7. Discuss6pnng you need
ing the tax levy of ten mills just an Brandies Whiskeys Wines
where the Terra Nova took them
aboard. With his sledges to bring
up supplies from his winter base, and
his dogs and ponies, the explorer
is better prepared than any other pre-
vious Antarctic expedition to reach
the South Pole.
One of the least interesting features
of Captain Scott's equipment was hi&
photographio outfit. All of the pre-
parations for dealing with this pha?e
of the work were of the most elabor-
ate character. This department is in
charge of Herbert G. Ponting, a
photographic, expert whose work has
attracted wide attention. Mr. Pout-
ing has already traveled twice round
the world, and has illustrated over
twenty different countries. He has
spent several years in the far east,
and has produced work which is gen-
erally admitted to be the finest of its
class existing. His exhibition of car-
bon and colored photographs was the
largest individual exhibit at the Japan-B-
ritish exposition.
For use on the sledge journeys cam-
eras of metal, and especially light and
strong, were made. Two cinemato-
graphs were taken. One of these is
the most wonderful moving picture
machine ever devised, and places in
the hands of the operator a power
hitherto unknown in this work. This
will be used on the dash to the pole.
A complete equipment was provid-
ed for developing all cinematograph
films on the spot and a fine dark room
built for the purpose in. the winter
hut. A large stock of plates was also
taken for securing the effects of the
Antarctic in natural colors, and the
expedition was specially equipped for
the most rapid work, for
for making
and for flashlight work. The appara-
tus also included a projecting Ian
tern for making lantern slides in the
long night and trying them in the win-
ter hut.
Dr. Simpson, the chief physicist of
the expedition, and Mr. Ponting are
working together, and at the former's
suggestion Mr. Ponting had figured
out an apparatus for obtaining photos
of the aurora borealis, the' results of
which he expects will be of absorb-
ing interest Professor Stromer of
Norway is the only man who has se-
cured photos of the Northern lights;
these will be the first ever taken of
the southern aurora. '
P. Morton in New York. While there
he had charge of the largest Guern-
sey herd in the world and a poultry
plant that turned out 20,000 broilers
a year. One of his record cows pro-
duced . 756 pounds of butter in one
year. His supervision produced from
a herd of 125 cows an average of
nearly 400 pounds a year per cow.
After that experience he spent five
years as a professor of agriculture
at the Kansas Agricultural College,
where he made a speciality of drouth
resisting crops. For another two
years he was superintendent of the
largest farm in Iowa; 7,360 acres
were under cultivation. During the
tension to foreign concessions in
China of the pharmacy laws of the
nounced by Territorial Auditor Sar-
gent, the governor said that its reduc-
tion Is a source of great gratification
as the present levy includes the road
tax. "It is as economical as we think
the territory can be run," he con
3 Star Hennessy
Brandyvarious countries.
tinued. "We wish to keep down exMORE APPOINTMENTS
Santa Fe, N. M., April 7. The gov
Q. H. Mumms "fc Co.
PommeryGreat Wests
Sauterners'
Virginia DareClaret
Deidesheimer
Laubenheimer
Niersteiner
jmrsteiner
17 Different Brands
of Bourbon and
Rye, so we have
your brand.
Peach Brandy
Apple Brandy
Aprioot Brandy
5 Stars
penses Just as low as possible to con
duct the affairs of the territory safely
and wisely."
ernor has announced the following
appointments of members of armory
boards: California Brandy
Imported Port andlSherry also White Port Wine
Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey
Norman L. King, captain of Com-
pany F, New Mexico National Guard,
and Colonel Jose D. Sena as mem-
bers of the Santa Fe armory board,
vice Carlos Vierra, resigned. , W. C.
Porterfield, member of Silver City
CURES
BLOOD POISON PERM IB MR
C. T. FARLEY, Prop.
armory board; Charles L. Ballard,
Roswell Armory board; James P. Es--
carte, Las Cruces armory board, and
M. L. Stern of the Albuquerque ar-
mory board.
is an absolutely pure, gentle and in-
vigorating stimulant and tonic. .It
overcomes all weakening, wasting and
run-dow- n conditions of the body,brain and muscle, giving the system
power to throw off and resist coughs,
colds, asthma, grip, catarrh, bronchi-
tis and lung troubles; it is a wonder-
ful remedy in the prevention and
cure of consumption, pneumonia, ma-
laria and low fevers, if taken as di-
rected. Prescribed by physicians and
recognized as a family medicine every-
where
All druggists, grocers and dealers,
or direct, $1.00 a large bottle. Be sure
you get the genuine; substitutes andimitations are injurious. Medical
booklet, containing rare common-sens- e
rules for health, and testimo-
nials, also doctor's advice, sent free
to any one who writes
The Duffy MaltWhlskeyCo.,Roehaster,N.Y.
Contagious Blood Poison usually begins with a tiny sore or pimple as
the only outward evidence of its presence. But in a short while its many
symptoms begin to make their unwelcome appearance. The mouth and
throat ulcerate, itching rashes appear on the body, the hair comes out easily,
brown splotches appear on the limbs, etc. So highly contagious is the dis-
ease that it is sometimes communicated from one person to another by the
use of the same toilet articles or handling the clothes of an infected person.
S. S. S. has been curing Contagious Blood Poison for more than forty years.
It goes right down into the circulation, and removes every particle of the
poison. While curing the disease S. S. S. adds richness and nourishing
powers to the blood, and a person who is cured by the use of S. S. S. will find
that every portion of the system has been benefited by the treatment. S. S. S.
cures so perfectly that there is never any return of the old symptoms ; it
drives the poison completely out by purifying the blood, which is the only
safe and sure way to treat the disease. Write for our Home Treatment Book
and any medical advice you may desire, free. S. S. S. is for sale at drug stores.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO, ATLANTA. C4.
Try an Ad, in The Optic'q
UNIFORM LEGISLATION
Chicago, April 6. Many prominent
members of the National Association
of Insurance Commissioners were on
hand today at the opening in this city
of a two days' special meeting o'
the association. Uniform legislator
and department rulings are the sub-
jects np for discussion.
ant Columns"
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Labor NotesPROJECTILE FOR
USE IN AERIAL SPECIAL MUSIC BY THE OPERA HOUSE TWELVE-PIEC- E ORCHESTRA
COLFAX COUNTY
COURT IS BUSY
AT RATON
i
SEVERAL JURY TRIAL8 RESULT
IN VERDICTS OF GUILTY BE-
ING RETURNED
WARFARE
Maine's labor commission advocates
a school for domestics.
A store on a profit-sharin- g
basis ia planned by the Indus-
trial Council at Kansas City, Mo.
The workman's compulsory compen-
sation law passed in New Tork last
year, has been declared unconstitu-
tional by the court of appeals at Al-
bany, N. Y.
According to the latest official re-
turns' the organization of the amalga-
mated carpenters has a total mem-
bership of 2,159 in the Dominion of
KRUPPS INVENT AN EXPLOSIVE
THAT WILL WING FLYING
CRAFT
Canada.
Conservative statistics put the num
ber of workers killed and injured in
the workships. mines and on the rail
roads of the country at 500,000 a year.
Foreign miners will be taught
Raton, N. M, April 7. In the dis-
trict court here Frank West was tried
for unlawfully drawing and flourishing
a pistol in the limits of a settlement.
The alleged offense was committed
by the defendant on the third day of
March of the present year. The jury
found the defendant guilty.
In the case of the territory against
Valentine Menisch, charged with as-
saulting David Chippianl, with a
knife on the 4th day of February of
the present year, In the town of van
Houten, the jury returned a verdict
against the defendant of assault with
a deadly weapon. The affair took
place in a saloon in the coal camp
Washington April 7. A new device
lor use In aerial warfare has been
patented by the Krupps, the German
manufacturers. It consists of a highly
sensitive fuse which insures the ex-
plosion of a projectile upon impact
with the delicate resistance offered by
the gas bag of a balloon or the light
canvas cqvering of an aeroplane. Up
to this time the explosion of such
projectiles in aerial warfare practice
has been dependent altogether upon
time fuses. But the Krupps by their
latest invvntion have eliminated the
long elements of uncertainty in that
method, and have added a weapon
which will be an important factor in
American methods of mining by
photographs and the moving picture
machine, in the anthracite region of
Pennsylvania.
There has been trouble between the
union musicians and employers in
Honolulu. The theatres have com-
bined and cut salaries regardless of
agreements and contracts.
The retail drug clerks of Racine,
on pay day night, the defendant ad-
mitted cutting Chlpplani, but claimed
to have done so in .,Wisconsin, have organized a union,
which will be affiliated with the
American Federation of Labor. It ia Yesterday forenoon was
consumed
the aerial warfare of the future.
Letters patent have just been is-
sued here for this latest of modern
war devices. The new fuse, wiile
susceptible to the most delicate Im-
pact, ia safe-guard- by an intricate
mechanism against the resistance ot
In securing a jury to try the case ofthe first of Us kind In the United Territory vs. Abran Mondragon,States.
charged with the murder of Ellna Gal-va-
on the 7th day of April 1900,Labor unions in many sections ofthe United States have arranged "la
eleven years ago, at the home of thebel fairs" to draw public attention
to union-mad- e goods and the distinc girl's father on
Crow Creek, a few
miles from where the town of Dawson
1b located. Since the murder Mon- -tive brands or labels by which they
tered ty the air In Its nights. The
fuse has a base plug- containing a
pellet of fulminated mercury, which,
when ignited, Bets off the explosive
charge of the projectile. The fulmi-
nate is ignited by a needle driven
against the pellet by a spring which
ia controlled by two levers. These
levers are normally held against
may be recognized.
Between January 1, 1910, and Janu dragon has
been living in Montana
and near Glenwood Springs, Colorado.
He fled Immediately after killing theary 1, 1911, nearly five
thousand men
have died and nearly three hundred
thousand have been wounded In In-
dustrial operations in England, ac-
cording to statistics just published.
Because of overproduction, English
'swinging by a movable shaft, which
is made of wood for lightness.
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When the head of the projectile
strikes a surface as delicate even as cotton masters purpose to
short time, which they abandoned in
November of last year, after the short
that of the yielding silk of a balloon
or the most fragile part of an aero-
plane, the levers are released and time system had been enforced for
swing out under centrifugal force, per more than two years.
In Germany employers have themittlng the ignition needle to be driv
most powerful, largest and best oren by Its spring into the fulminate.
The mechanism is controlled against ganized employers' association in the
world. This association controls
more than 3,000,000 men, while union
labor holds sway over barely 2,000,000
the resistance of the air by another
device which is, however, susceptible I
--to the least impact that Is encoun
--tered from the atmosphere. men.
Tranent colliery, Haddingtonshire,
England, from which coal has been
taken for nearly seven hundred years.
girl, and was only taken into custody
when he returned to San Miguel coun
ty, a few months ago, after being
absent from the territory for nearly
eleven months.
Mondragon wanted to marry Elliva
fialvan. Phe connted the mar-r'stg- e
and later reconslde "e1 and said
she would not marry him. He went
to the house to intercede with her
one night. Her father and mother
were home. , A conference was held in
which the father upheld the girl in
her refusal to marry the defendant.
It is claimed by the district attorney,
that the witnesses for the prosecu-
tion, the father and mother of the
girl will swear that the defendant
deliberately shot the girl at the con-
clusion of the' conference, and fled
from the 'house, and was never seen
anin until he was arri3tel hy the
momted police, a few mor.ths ago.
rpon his return from Co'oiaiK wheie
he ha. ten a fugitive for utarly
eleven years. The defendant has no
witnesses rut himself. He has, made
a statement to the effect that he
shot the girl accidentally; that dur-
ing the conversation with the father
and the girl, the father ordered him
from the house, and started to get a
rifle in the corner of the room, when
the defendant pulled his pistol from
his pocket to protect himself from the
father, and that he discharged the pis-
tol accidentally, the bullet striking
the girl, Wiling her. Mondragon is
a Mexican and is about 32 years of
age. He has relatives in San Miguel
county.
was closed recently, being exhausted.
For many years women went down
the mines at Tranent and worked with
the men.
Overproduction of pearl collar but-
tons is given by manufacturers as
the cause of an indefinite shutdown
of several factories in Iowa, making
two thousand operators idle. Mem-
bers of a new union among the em-
ployes say the shutdown is a move
against the organization.
The Texarkana, Arkansas, Gas and
Electrio Light "company recently post
CLEAE
cuueiM
SOAP
ed a bulletin giving the conductors
and motormen of the company a 16
per cent wage increase. This action
of the company was entirely volun-
tary and unexpected by the employes,
and was brought about partly by the
fact that traffic on the lines of the
company has been exceedingly heavy
recently. BUFFALO
1
JONES" AND HIS COWBOYSMrs. F. Marti. St. Joe. Mich., says:
"Our little boy contracted a severe
bronchial trouble and as the doctor's
medicine did not cure him. I gave him
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound In
which I have rreat faith. Tt cured
the coueh as well as the choking and
eraeelne pnells. and he wt well in a
abort ime. Foley's Honev and Tar
Coronounil has manv time saved "
much tmnW w aro povpr with-
out tt in tho hr"p." O. G. S chafer
rifl Ted Cro" Drue Co.
,
MOST REMARKABLE JOYING PICTURE EVER MADE
DUNCAN OPERA HOUSE
TONIGHT ONLY
ROBIN PLACE TO BE SOLD
New York, April 7. Driftwood, with
Its 100 acres of land, 'which was the
property of J. D- - Robin, the convicted
New York banker who is now await-
ing sentence to Sing Sing prison, is
to be put up at public sale next
Monday to satisfy a contractor's Hen
for $3,415.49. The property Is locat-
ed at Klverhead, L. I., and is assess-
ed at $30,000. Real estate experts
however, expect it will bring between
$100,000 and $125,000 at the foreclos-
ure sale, as It la regarded as one of
the most desirable country estates on
Long Island.
And Cuticura Ointment.
No other emollients do so
much to dispel pimples,
blackheads, redness,
roughness and other annoy-
ing conditions of the com-
plexion, hands and hair.
Bold ewywtiere. Sena for frw booUet U
Potur Dru Coem.Corp- - Bottoo, U.S.A.
lO CENTS'TO ALLADMISSION,Good results always follow Foley's
Kidney Pills. They give prompt re-
lief in all cases of kidnev and bladder
disorders. Try them. O. G. Schaefer
and Red Cross Drug Co.
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SETI1.VCK FOIC SOCIALISE!
ESTABLISHED 1879 ?
and 'Easter Ooemng
believes that the evils under the can-
teen are practically nothing compar-
ed to those where liquor is sold at an
army post.
The canteen question will not
down. It is clear 'that something
must be done towards a repeal or a
modification, of the present law. The
whole matter could' be sensibly
solved by permitting the soldiers to
exercise their own Judgment regard-
ing the canteen then such posts that
are against the canteen will keep it
out and those posts desiring it can
avail themselves of it, and regulate
the sale of liquors In a proper man-
ner.
o
AUTOMOBILE INDUSTRY
SPRING 1911
pleasure in announcing to our many friends and patronsWE Takethat we have removed to finer and larger
Douglas Avenue. Where we will be better enabled to accomodate our
constantly increasing trade, and- - continue in our endeavor to offer the
very best of everything in Men's Wearing Apparel.
TUari IT Is all we can say of our new lineUUlier 1 IlcUl JL-V- er of Carter-Holme- s Neckwear, Cluett
Shirts, Arrow Brand Collars and Cuffs, Revelops Hats, Spear Caps, Cooper's Under-
wear. Which Never Fail to Satisfy.
Local Agents for Bostonian's
Famous Shoes for Men
We can jive permanent satisfaction to the
most critical and fastidious men, by selling
them our footwear.
We have gone the limit in the selection of
our Spring Line of Bostonian Dress Shoes. At
$3.50, $4.00. $4.50 and $5.00.
TA
quarters at blu
T h 0'
Ui Mi
.S; iW--
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FROM 7 TO 9 ONLY
All Plain and
Fancy Ribbons
Everyone concedes
to us that we carry the
finest stock of Ribbons
in Vegas, W carry no
seconds and no inferior
stock. Every yard is
guaranteed all pure silk.
Saturday Night we of-fer them all at 25 per
cent Off.
6 io Douglas Avenue
-- AT-
OKI'S
SPECIALS GOOD
Kansas has been regarded as fruit-
ful soil for the spreading of all kinds
of radical doctrines, but that state has
dispelled the reputation for freakish-ness- ,
displacing it by progressive
Ideas which can be practiced to ad-
vantage 'by other states. Those who
Imagined that Kansas, had reverted
to its former attitude of shifting to
new doctrines because a number of
socialists managed, to get nominated
in the primaries at ; Wichita must
have been given a surprise by the
way the voters of that, state acted in
the elections held in various cities
and towns on Tuesday. Kansas placed
an emphatic disapproval on socialism
In every city where members of that
party aspired to office. Wichita wa3
the battleground and had a socialist
candidate for mayor and socialist
candidates for commissioners, all of
them having secured their nomina-
tions in the primaries, not because the
party was strong enough to obtain
them, but because the numerous other
candidates divided the vo'.e. .
The issue in Wichita was to
that city, but this rallying
cry of the socialist forces proved a
boomerang. The challenge was ac-
cepted by the voters of WTichita and
they gave the socialists a blow from
which they will probably not ret over.
Results in other Kansas cities were
equally bad for the socialists.
Kansas was not the ouly place
where the socialists fared badly in
the elections. Milwaukee, where the
party is in control of everything has
practically repudiated them. Every
candidate for the city positions to be
voted on was defeated by an over
whelming majority. This probably
means that Milwaukee wyi return to
the rule of the old parties as soon es
Mayor Seldel's administration ooroes
up for Indorsement at the next op
tion. Although the new nd ministra
tion has performed much gojd in the
way of changes in methods of con-
ducting the city, some of their ideas
are not the kind calculated to inspire
the public which continued confidence
In that party.
The chances are that Milwaukee
will follow in the footsteps of the
other cities which have tried thj ?.
perlment of socialist rule This was
the case in Massachusetts, where the
socialists made their first big triumph
years ago by electing socialist may-
ors in Brockton and Haverhill and
also sending to the legislature sever-
al members from the former cities-Fo- r
a few years the socialists man
aged to hold what they had gained,
but in the end they became unimport
ant factors In the voting. Support from
the other political parties permitted
socialism to gain a foothold there
and when this support was withdrawn
the movement collapsed as a control
ling factor in politics. Milwaukee s
overthrown by socialism was due to
the same kind of support which the
people gave to the movement In
Massachusetts more thn a decade
ago. The finish will be the same.
o
THE A KM V C ANTEEN AGAIN
Repeatedly during the past ten years
or ever since its abolition, the army
canteen question has bobbed up at
frequent intervals and each time has
caused a violent uproar among the
advocates and the opponents of the
system. The fight bids fair to be re-
newed again at the present session of
congress and It may be more active
than ever- - Congressman Bartholdt
of Missouri has brought the matter to
a head by Introducing a bill to re-
store the canteen, and he declares
that Its restoration is necessary for
the preservation of the health of the
army. He has been persistent In his
fight for the old system and in the
closing days of the last congress made
a strong argument for the canteen.
People differ as to the necessity
for drinking intoxicating liquor, but
as the habit is established among mil-
lions of the people, it must be recog-
nized as a situation which seems In
no danger of ever becoming extinct
The presence of a canteen at an army
post is in itself no great calamity.
It is the abuse of the system which
makes it undesirable. Total abstinence
is not a predominating trait among
soldiers and those who drink will
get it, canteen or no canteen.
Prohibition of the canteen has not
worked as well as the advocates of it
claimed. Prominent generals agree
that conditions are worse now than
they were under the canteen and they
are strong for its return. The com-
manding general and the surgeon gen-
eral of the army have joined In
the protests against the present law,
and among the able ones who deem
the return of the canteen a necessity
are Generals;," Grant, Corbln, Young,
Chaffee, Carter and. Woods, the lat-
ter now head of the army. Added to
these are numerous other officers and
enlisted men. Opposed1 to this array
of those who are most directly con-
cerned are the outsiders who are 'in-
spired mainly by motives looking to-
wards the promotion of the temper-
ance cause. They have arguments
against canteen, but the opposition
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the case op Mexico
If one may judge of the complaints
o! the Mexican insurrectos by the
political charges recommended to con-
gress by President Diaz, the gist of
the complaint of the political insur-
rectos is that the Mexican govern-
ment is too greatly centralized in the
hands of the president.
This power, it is claimed, has been
used by Diaz to perpetuate his own
control of affairs, which is extended
to the appointment, or virtual appoint-
ment, of the governors of states, and
senerally to the control of the details
of local government.
If, as alleged, this is the central
point of the complaints of the insur-rc- i
tos, there is no doubt that the com-
plaint is well founded in fact. Mex-
ico under Diaz has been a military
despotism in connection with which
there have been serious abuses.
But the only point to be considered
by the world outside of Mexico is
whether such, a government as that
of Diaz is not the only possible- - ef-
ficient government of Mexico in its
present stagof of clvllation; whether
tiny other stable government can be
expected to be less despotic, and
whether the abuses which exist un-
der the present government are as
serious as those to be expected from
a more "popular" government with an
emotional and uninformed electorate
socially disposed to flock to the stand-
ard of revolutionary chiefs.
Elections in Mexico doubtless never
have been free. It is yet to be dem-
onstrated that they can be free, and
that if freed from central control
they will not bo dominated, as here-
tofore, by a number of local chiefs
with their conflicting ambitions.
The object of the Diaz administra-
tion has been the development of
Mexican resources by giving to foreign
investments a status of security and
to restore the national credit by a
strict compliance with national ob-
ligations.
In both these respects President
Diaa has been eminently successful.
The national debt is moderate and
the debt charges are promptly paid.
The military and naval expenditures
are small. Large interests have been
acquired in railroads and other pro-
ductive enterprises. Foreign capital
has been attracted in great volume
and is giving employment to multi-tude- s
of Mexicans who would other-
wise be unemployed. Justice is ad-
ministered so vigilantly and vigorous-
ly as to bo a matter of very serious
complaint to the very great number
of Mexicans who suffer when justice
is administered.
The greater part of Mexico Is in
the patriarchal state in which Ameri-
cans found California. It is a pastor-
al country with enormous landed es-
tates in single ownership, whose
are not the "slaves" but
usually the loyal subjects of the pro-
prietors.
Doubtless it will be well to have
these estates, so far as fit for agri-
culture, broken up, even at the price
of the land speculation and bank-rupc-
of many, which is sure to fol-
low, i
For it Is true that Mexico is pro-
gressing. The intelligence of the
electorate is steadily increasing, and
the lowest class does not vote. Pres-
ent political conditions cannot con-
tinue indefinitely, and if there should
arise a leader with' the power to get
' and hold the confidence of the Mex-
ican people, and possessing the desire
to begin the work of decentralization,
and the judgment, and power to pre-
vent the movement' from going too
fast ft would be very well for Mexico.
Saturday Night and Monday
Bargains at Bacharach's
Ten years ago there were "only
3,000 motor-drive- n vehicles In the
entire country. Now there are 400,050.
This Is a matter of record which in-
dicates very forcefully that in 1920 the
number of automobiles in dally use
will reach close to the million mark.
Then there will be little use for our
good friend the horBe. Then the final
emancipation. Monuments will be
erected In our public squares in honor
of the faithful beast a lasting tribute
to his days of usefulness.
In 1900 there were 27 factories
building motor cars. The production
of any one of these factories did not
exceed 200 cars. Today we boast of
more than 100 factories, some of which
produce yearly from 15,000 to 25,000
complete cars. In J 900 there were
2,000 persons engaged In the building
of cars. Since then this number has
Increased to 278,000.
In ten years the capital of the au-
tomobile and accessory manufactur-
ers has inoreased from about $6,000,-00- 0
to $450,000,000, half of which is
in the factories alone. Columbian
Magazine.
o
ORGANIZED FOR MURDER
There was a published statement
the other day that the federal gov-
ernment has begun a movement
through its secret service agents for
the extermination of the "Black
Hand," "Mafia" and all secret so-
cieties of similar character operating
In this country. The failure of the
police in the various cities and states
to put a stop to the outrages perpe-
trated by these societies goes to
show that the power of the national
government is needed to suppress
them. In fact, the spirit and prac-
tice of blackmail, with assassination
as the alternative, have grown so
rapidly in recent years it is alto
gether likely that these societies
which live by blackmail and murder
have ramified into branches extend-
ing throughout most of the large
cities. Their methods have become
so perfected by long experience as
almost to defy detection. The
police authorities and departments
of justice in the states and
municipalities are so handicapped by
geographical limitations that they
cannot track this class of criminals
successfully. The federal department
of justice, whose long arm reaches to
the farthest limits of the continent,
can employ methods that are beyond
the circumscribed powers of city and
state officials.
Blackmail and assassination, and
secret societies organized for such
purposes have no natural growth on
American soil. These crimes, as well
as kidnaping, murder from ambush
and all such diabolical secret prac-
tices, are abhorrent to the sense ,of
fair play, which Is a. national char-
acteristic of the Anglo-Saxo- n races.
TODAY'S COMPLETE
flONEY AND STOCKS
New York, April 7. Call omeny,
2 4 2 2 per cent. Prime mercan-
tile paper 3 4 4 4 per cent. Mex-
ican dollars 45. Amalgamated 62 1--
Sugar 118 bid. Atchison 108
Great Northern pfd. 127 New
York Central 106 Northern Pa-
cific ., 123 1-- Reading 155 3--
Southern Pacific 115 Union Pa-
cific 175 Steel 77 pfd. 119.
HE1AL
New York, April 7. Lead, dull $4.40
4.50; standard copper dull1, spot and
May fll.70ll.85. Silver 53.
WOOL
St. Louis, April 7. Wool, market
unchanged. Territory and western
mediums 1922; fine mediums 16
18; fine 1213.
GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Chicago, April 7. Wheat, May, 87
l-- July 85 Corn, May
48 July 49 Oats, May
30 July 30 7-- Pork, May
$15.20; July $14.92 1-- Lard, May
$7.97 July $8.05. Ribs, May
$8.5052 1-- July $8.10.
KANSAS CITY LIVESTOCK
Kansas City, April 7; Cattle, 500,
SATURDAY NIGHT
Children's Summer
Oxfords
2 to 5, Patent, Vici
Kid and Tans 69c
5 to 8, Patent, Vici Patterns
Kid and Tans 89c
8" to 11, .Patent, Vici 27 inches
Kid and Tans.. $1.19
11 to 2, Patent, Vici
Kid and Tans.. $1.39 in every
2 to 5,:Patent, Vici
fcjKid and Tans-- . $1.69
Lawns
Worth 20 Cents
Beautiful Summery
in all shades,
wide, mater-
ial guaranteed perfect
yard.
I4C
Samson
Galatea Cloth
The best wash goods
for Boy's Wash Suits,
27 inches wide, worth
17i and 20c ayard. Sat-
urday Night's Price
. I4C
It is innate in their blood' to detest
such despicable methods. The growth
of this character of, crime in
America Is mainly due to the admis-
sion of the scum of Europe and its
most desperate, criminals, who are
deported by their governments on
conditions that they will not return.
The immigration laws are fatally de-
fective in respect to keeping out this
undesirable class of immigrants and
should be made more vigorous. In
the meantime the federal department
of justice will need to exert its pow
ers to the utmost if it is to hunt down
these human mad dogs and put a
stop to their deviltry.
"Our baby cries for Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy," writes Mrs. T. B.
Kendrick, Rasaca, Ga, "It Is the best
cough remedy on the market for
coughs, colds and crouD." For sale
by all druggists.
Lame shouiJer is nearlv alwnva rlup
to rheumatism of the muscles aid
quickly yields to the free application
of Cnamberlain's Liniment. Sold by
all druggists.
MARKET REPORTS
including 50 southerns, market steady.
Native steers $5.406.60; southern
steers $4.756.10; southern cows and
heifers $3.405.55; native cows and
heifers $3 6.25; stockers and feed--er- a
$4.505.85; bulls $45.35; calves
$47; western steers $56.25; west-
ern cows $3.505.25.
Hogs-8,00- market five higher.
Bulk $6.356.65; heavy $6.306.45;
packers and butchers $6.356.65;
light $6.60 6.75.
Sheep 2,000, market steady. Mut-
tons $45.25; lambs $5.306.25; fed
wethers and yearlings $4.255.60;
fed western ewes $44.80.
CHICAGO LIVESTOCK
Chicago, April 7. Cattle, 2,000 mar-
ket steady. Beeves $5.256.90; Tex-
as steers $4.50 5.75; western steers
$4.90 5.90; stockers and feeders $4
5.75; .cows and heifers $2.706;
calves $57. ,
Hogs 15,000 strong to five higher;
light $6.506.95; mixed $6.306.85;
heavy $6.106.66; rough $6.106.35;
good to choice heavy '. $6.356.65;
pigs $6.406.85;,bnlk $i.406.6. :
jSheep 10,000, market steady. Na-
tive $3 5; western $3.255; yearlings
$4.505.60; lambs, ' native $56.50;
western 56.50."t ' "
$3.00, $3.50 and $4.00 Pumps and
Oxfords for Women
Too many here. Some very good styles
and a complete stock of sizes will be shown at,
per pair
$2.48.
$2-75-
.' $3.00 and $3.25 Pumps and
Oxfords for Women
22 to 73 Guaranteed Stocks, good lasts, no
old stock.
$1.98
GLANCE BELOW AT WHATJMONDAY HAS TO! OFFER YOU
Yards Percale
(36inches wide)
colors, good
patterns de-
signed for Waists anj
Waist Suits- -
'95C
Sale on all Silks
in the House
Plain Taffetas, all
Messalines, fSummer
Silks, Foulards, Blacks
and Colors. Your
choice of any silk in the
house at a discount of
15 Per Cent
Silk Waists 10
Plain Messalines,
Fancy Taffetas, Pers-
ians,
Fast
34 to 40 inclusive, weight,
worth. '$4.50 to $7.50.
Monday's Price, Shirt
$3.08
The513-51- 7
Railroad mm
. .Avenue
Silks
Blacks, Blues,
Browns, Tans, Grays,
none held in 'reserve
simply pick out any
skirt we have and pay
us
54 of Regular Price
Opposite
Castaneda
Hotel
n.m:
i"H ,!'
Store of Quality'Ml w HP
E.LASVEGAS,
j ft S? v.f ' 0 ' id & "
I
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WINGO WILL PLAY REFRIGERATORSThe Prescripilonlst PERSONALS
NOTED LECTURER
SPEAKS HERE
EARLY RUSH FOR EUROPE ,
TO REVISE CUSTOMS SYSTEM SAFEGUARDING LIVES
AND PROPERTY-SAFE- TY IN BIG LLNERSMrs. Charles Robinson is here from The Best and Largest Stock
in Town and Prices That WinAlbuquerque on a visit to friends,
Antonio Solano, formerly a rnuntv SUNDAYin Each and Every Case. New York, April 7. The army of
American tourists has taken posses
greatly hampered by the responsibil-
ity of the placing of proper fire es-- '
, , x
commissioner for San Miguel county,
IN VEGAS AGAIN;
FANSGLAD
COLLEGE STAR DECIDES NOT TO
TRY OUT WITH ST. LOUIS
THIS SEASON
sion of the trans-Atlanti- c steamers, capes In the charge of several other
departments- - The commissioner has
wag in the city today from his ranch.
J. P. Sheehan of Albuquerque, who
travels fora large millinery house,
Wat a iiusinpin xflnltnr In Tjia Vom
EUGENE W. CHAFIN, OF CHICAGO,
KNOWN AS A SANE made a number of recommendationsfor safeguarding life and property,
establishing a new trans-continent-
record. The outgoing steamers this
week have sailed filled to capacity.
The Steamer "President Lincdm," of
the HamburAmerlcan ; lin, " was
tody. V:;r i
The man who does the
weighing, the measuring-- T
the man who knows how
and why the man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility is never
lost sight of for a moment
in prescription filling. Every
prescription leaving our
store Is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
, and sure if we fill your
prescription.
which, if granted, will make impos-
sible another disaster of this nature.
obliged to fill even the officers' quar The marine fire fighting force, whichf Vi--
The sanest but most sincere pro-
hibitionist in the United States is
Eugene W. Shafln of Chicago, who
will he here Sunday and make three
addresses to Las Vegas people- - Mr.
Chafin was a candidate for president
of the United States on the prohibi-
tion ticket in 1908. He is a student
and a man of ability and his remarks
here will be heard with interest. Mr.
Chafin does not confine his lectures
to prohibition subjects. He speaks
on other topics equally well.
ters on her last trip. A record num-
ber of steamers will be placed in the
trans-Atlanti- c service to meet the
demand. The enormous hotel accom-
modations of London are being taxed
to accommodate the crowds of tour-
ists during May and June, principal-
ly on account of the coronation. All
classes of merchants abroad are look-
ing forward to the rush. The tailors
and the cloth trade especially expect
to reap a harvest by their sales this
is one of the pet departments In
charge of the commissioner, has per-
formed wonderful work in saving life
and property on the river front
Safety On Big Liners.
Some forty years ago this week, a
vessel named the "Europa" sailed in-
to New York harbor with an extra-
ordinary tale of sea disaster. A great
wave had swept over her bridge
carrying away her captain, the first
and second officers, leaving the fourth
in command to assume responsibilities
of bringing her in. A remarkable con
WINTERS DRUG CO.
Phone Main 3
Sunday morning he will address the season. It has been unpreceaenteafor the steamers to be filled in this
way before the opening of the regupeople
of the Presbyterian church on
It will be good news to the fans
that Ralph Wingo. who made such
an excellent record with the Maroons
last summer, has written to Manager
Simpkins that he will return to Las
Vegas early In June and will be glad
to report for work with the local
team. Wlngo's letter stated he would
bring with him one or two college
stars, who can play good ball In the
Infield and who can hit the ball hard
and often. Wingo signed up with the
St. Louis team of the American
league, but later decided not to go
Into professional baseball this sea-
son.
Wingo is pitching this season for a
military school in Kentucky and is
making a fine showing. He is a young
ball player of the clean, manly type.
His services have been sought by Ra-
ton and Trinidad, but he prefers to
play with Las Vegas.
Alberto Padilla, who has been
playing with the coast league in Cali-
fornia this spring, will returri soon
and join the Maroons. Padilla is a
hitter. He played seven games here
last summer and got away without
an error.
A strong line-u-p for the Maroons'
early season games has been drafted.
trast is made possible by the great
Sole Agents for White Frost
At strictly eastern prices
New Summer Goods
lar summer schedule. ,
ship bearing the name, the "EuropaI we nave JustI Received a Lot of
the subject, "Two Plagues." In the
afternoon at 4 o'clock he will ad-
dress the men of the city on "Wealth
and Waste." Sunday evening he will
address a union meeting of the
now building by the Hamburg-Amer- tTo Revise Custom System
Despite the vigilance of the cus can line, which sets, a new
standard
$4.25 for 50-f- L Rubber Hose. 1- -2 inch tom house, the latest government recchurches in the Methodist church.
His subject will be "Church and
in size for the ocean leviathans. The
bridge of the new "Europa" will d
75 feet above the water line, or rather
higher than the roof of a large apart
ords show that of the 160, collection
districts, some 41 have failed to paySchool."
T.'rP.Martintf Taos, who had
been here for several weeks, left this
morning for Santa Fe, from where he
will return home.
Attorney C. C. Catron of Santa Fe,
was a business visitor here last night.
Mr. Catron was on his way home af-
ter a trip to the east.
Dr. E. F. Frlsbee of Wagon Mound,
is in the city on professional business.
Dr. FriBbee has several patients in
the Las Vegas hospital-Mrs- .
Albino B. Gallegos of Los
Conchas, arrived in Las VegasN yester-
day and will spend a few days visit-
ing friends and shopping.
F. G. Walker of Fargo, N. D., Is
in the city. Mr. Walker is a friend
of Dr. J. M. Cunningham. He spent
some time here la"st fall.
Ed. Grunsfeld of Albuquerque, is
in Las Vegas On a business trip. Mr.
Grunsfeld is a member of the Gruns-
feld Brothers, wholesale clothiers.
Governor William J. Mills was in
the city a short time last night. He
came up from Santa Fe on an even-
ing train and returned home thta
morning.
Charles S. Browne, a salesman for
the Albuquerque branch house of the
Charles Ilfeld company, is here to
spend a few days on business at the
main house.
J. L Iverson, of Chicago, of the
Gayldr Kiefer Land company is In
Las Vegas, accompanied by several
prospective purchasers of San Miguel
county l'and.
Mr. and Mrs. H.. H. Taylor of Co-
lumbus, O., arrived in this city yes-
terday and will spend a short time
visiting the points of interest. They
are on a tour of the Southwest.
J. H. O'Reilly, president of the Oc-
cidental Life Insurance company of
The afternoon meeting will be one their own expenses during the pastyear. The average cost of collecting ment house or hotel. The highest
wave reported measures but 25 feetof the best of the three. Mr. Chafin
has chosen one of his best subjects. the customs is a trifle more than two
cents to each dollar. In some of the
smaller stations, it costs as high as
from the sea level to the crest, so thai?
the skyscraper-lik- e bridge of the new
liner will tower above the highest
seas.
$267 to collect every dollar of duty.
Jefferson Rayno'ds will preside and
the speaker will be introduced by
Charles W. G- - Ward The public is
invited to hear Mr. Chafin, who is
not a rabid reformer, but a man of
I Western
I Garden
fSeed
4
I In Bulk
I and
'4 Packagei -From Barteldes Seed
X Co. It will pay you
x to see our line before
buying elsewhere.
In New York it costs about .021 for
each dollar; in Philadelphia, .025;
Pittsburg, .33; New Orleans, .054;
Cleveland, .025; Boston, .029; Baltilearning
and conviction. ,This is subject to change and Is not
PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS
PAZO OINTMENT is guaranteed to
cure any case of Itching, Blind, Bleed-
ing or Protruding Piles in 6 to' 14more,
.06, and Cincinnati, .04. The
customs of 1910 aggregated $333,331,- -
days or mone refunded. Oc.
with couplings.
95c for the $1.50 sets of Croquet.
85c for the $1.50 Roller Skates, met-
al wheels.
$2.45 and $3.50 Ball-beari- Skates.
$4.65 for the $5.50 New Perfection
Oil Cook Stoves, 1 burner.
$6.85 for the $8.50 New perfection
Oil Cook Stoves, 2 burners.
$8.95 for the $10.00 jNew Perfection
Oil Cook Stoves, 3 burners.
$2.45 for the $3.50 Gasoline 1 burner
Stoves.
$2.85 for the $4.00 Gasoline 2 burner
Stoves. i
$4.25 for the $3.50 .Gasoline 3 burner
Stoves.
3c each, for the 5c Jelly Glass, tin
tops.
80c dozen for Mason's Pint Fruit
Jars.
90c dozen for Mason's Quart Fruit
Jars.
$1.20 dozen for Mason's 1 2 gallon
Fruit Jars.
Headquarters for Crocks, Churns and
Milkmen's supplies.
THE ROSENTHAL
Opposite Y. M. C. A.. E. Las Vegas
153. New York alone contributed
$225,000,000 of this sum. Some 3,600
people are employed in the service.
DR. H. lU. SMITH TO
TALKJO SCOUTS
One Conductor Helped Back to Work
Mr. Wilford Adams is his name, and
he writes: "I was confined to my bed
final, as everybody trying for the team
will be given an equal chance. The
provisional lineup is: Ettinger,
catcher; Harmon, pitcher; Monsimer,
first base; Hancdck, second base;
Lent, short stop; Angel, third base;
Ellis, left field; Schoeny, center field;
Montano, right field- - Ellis is working
out for first base and likely will be
put in that position when a good left
fielder is found. Padilla likely will
fill that place.
Safeguarding Lives and Property
In the Investigation following tho
with chronio rheumatism and used
two bottles of Foley's Kidney Remedy1 J. A. Papen I TOMORROW AFTERNOON HE WILL horrors of New York's recent factory with good effect. The third bootle put
v Grocer and Butcher. fire, the fact has been brought out
that the fire department of New York
DELIVER LECTURE ON "FIRST
AID TO THE INJURED"
Of practical value to the members
me on my feet and I resumed worK as
conductor on the Lexington, Ky.,
Street Railway. It will do all you
claim in cases of rheumatism." It
clears the blood of urio acid. O. Q.
Schaefer and Red Cross Dm? Co.
city, under the supervision of Com
missioner Waldo, Is the finest in the
of the Las Vegas patrol of the Boy world, but in the saving of life it is
THEY ALL READ THE OPTIC Scouts of America wi1! be the lecture
on "First Aid to the Injured," to be
eivtn before the patrol tomorrow af
Albuquerque, is a visitor to Las Ve-
gas. Mr. O'Reilly's company soon will
open a fire insurance department.
John Burroughs, noted author and
The advertising value of news
stories concerning the civil Bervice is
recognized by that branch of the gov-
ernment. Unfortunately the civil ser-
vice commission has no apprapria-
ternoon in the Y. M. C. A. building.
Dr. H. M. Smith' will be the speaker,
having consented to address the boysnaturalist, passed through Las Vegas
SHUNNED A $10 NOTE
lu the neighborhood of forty people
saw a $10 bill lying on the floor in
the lobby of the Castaneda hotel yes-
terday. None of. them stooped to
pick it up. They simply smiled as if
saying to themselves: "You can't fool
us that way," and went by. The bill
was genuine, according to Bob Kane,
the day clerk. Two men had engaged
in a friendly contest as to whether
or not one should pay for both guests.
Finally, one of the men, wishing to
rpfund to his friend the money paid
last night on his way to West Park, tion for advertising and is compelled
to depend upon the courtesy of the
at tho request of George Fitzsimmons,
scoutmaster. Dr. Smith will mentionN. Y., his summer retreat. Mrs. Bur
roughs, who had been spending the ADDITIONAL LOCAL NEWS the accidents that are likely to occur
on the regular ouOnga of the scouts.
newspapers- - But this brings quick
results. A short time ago The Optic
nnhlished a story in which it was
winter with him In Pasadena, accom-
panied him. ' H will tell the boys what to do In
The Treble Clef club will meet atstated that the civil service was un case of broken limbs, burns, snake
KitA rownine and sudden illness
Ha wks' Cut Glass
-
.(NOT NEAR CUT)
The Jeweler's Standard
It will please you to know that you hare the best
Robert , Taupert
'
0PI7OAJV
JEWELER -
able to obtain a sufficient number of 10:30 o'clock tomorrow morning at
the Normal. caused by heat or Ion? tramping. Dr.CIVIL
SERVICE EXAMS
A number of civil service examina competent typewriter operators
auu
Smith also will show the scouts howstenographers, and that young mentions have been announced for Las The Santa Fe is removing the n make and use improvised bandwho would pass the examination could
be assured of a position speedly. Since nir. One of the examinations thescreen doors and windows from theVegas in the
near future. In the list
is included examinations the passing
of which will insure speedy appoint
attio of the passenger 'station where scouts are required to pass before getthe story was published Postmaster
they have been stored during the win ting out of the tenderfoot class 18ment to good government positions. F. O. Blood has received
numerous
reouests for informat'on regarding the ter and will put them in place on the pmerirencv treatment. Dr. Smiths
by him, took a bill from hiB pocket
and threw it' toward him. The other
let it fall to the floor near the door,
refusing to pick it up. A train arrived
and a large number of travelers trail-
ed in to dinner. Every one of them
passed by the bill on their way out
with a grin. Evidently they were well
supplied with worldy goods. Perhaps
they had been to well filled with Har-
vey grub to be able to stoop over and
piik up the money.
The dates and subjects of the xamina- - talk will be instructive and will enoffices and hotel at once.Bvamlnation. The story was given
able the boys to get a comprehensivetions together with the
salaries paid
are as follows: May 6, plumber's publicity in no other paper
but The
Ootic. but the requests came from Royal Arch Chapter No. 3 will meet idea of what is required of them.
tonight in Masonic ball for work inseveral other cities in New Mexico.helper government
hospital for the
Insane, $420 annually with maintain-ance- ;
May 10,' scientific assistant in
the master and past master degree.This shows that The Optic Is read, The Sound Sleep of Good HealthThe meeting will be held at 7:30 onot onlv in Las yegas, but through ron nnt Kb over estimated ana anywrwid iit.iilization forest service, $900
clock. All members and' visitingout New Mexico from one end of the ailment that prevents it is a menaceto $1,200 annually; May 10, examinei Royal Arch Masons are requested toterritory to the other. to health. J. L. soutners, iau mauo,
"T have been unable tont acrnnnts. Interstate commerce com-
-
be present.
res commission. $1,620 to $3,000 sleep soundly nights, because of pains
Try a dram of Old Taylor, bourbonper year; May 10, game law clerk,
Pure Ice Manufactured
From Distilled Water
CRYSTAL ICE CO.
Phone MeJn 227,
-- Tennis promises to be the popular
at the Cmera bar. Served from bar snort in Las Vegas this summer. Al
across my back and soreness or my
kidneys. My appetite was very poor
and my general condition was much
run down. I have been taking Foley
$1,400 per year; May 10, library cata-lniiie-
r.
department of commerce and rels on the bar.
ready several courts have been put
labor, $900 per year; inspector's as into condition and the fun will begin Kidney PIUb but a short time ana now
a ian. mp.k. my eeneralannrx C. W. G. Ward, Charles Trumsistant, bureau of animal industry,
$840 per year. L,nnriuuna la erflRt.lv imDroved, ana iQuickly Cures Coughs, bull Ed McWenie, W. C. Dennis and
MR
HEALTH
know that Foley Kidney Pills have
cured me." O. G. Schaefer ana tieaother enthusiasts are planning the
of a tennis club with a Cross Drug Co.Colds and Catarrh
court in a convenient place near the
dnwn town section. Members of the
COL. TAYLOR HEARD FROM
Honor has come to Colonel A. S.
Taylor, formerly of Las Vegas. At
the election last week, Colonel Tay-
lor of Miami, Mo.was chosen mayor
Colonel Taylor still has a warm spot
in his heart for Las Vegas. In a
If you, dear reader, could spend an Y. M. C A. are planning similar acTo Lvdia E. Pinkham's hour looking over a few of the thou tion.
Vegetable Compound sands of testimonials that we have on
file, you would not go on suffering
ww 'w -
San MiguelNational Bank 1ailments InScottville, Mich. " I want to telli v, T urliaR.Pinkham S wtAr to David Flint, an old friend, from catarrh, that disgusting diseaseColonel Taylor expressed his regret that will surely sap your vitality and .is train and is the primary cause ofmuch sickness. Keep your bowels
regular madam, and you will escape
many of the ailments to which women
are subject Constipation is a very
weaken .your entire system if allowed
pouua ana &ananvu
Wash have done me.
I live on a farm and
have worked very to continue.
at the kidnaping of the little Rogers
boy and expressed the hope that the
culprit would' be arrested speedily.
The letter says:
Ta the mayor still on deck and has
You would have just as much faith J. M. CUNNINQHAM, President, II gurplumaimnin thinz but like many Bimpie
DD,uvsiDlNnPD V ir Prftclrlent . 1OmpltalPald lnin HYOMEI as we have, and we have
hard. I am lorty-fiv- e
years old, and
am the mother of
' II mthings, it may lead to serious wm-- o
Nat-nra nften needs a little D. T. HOSKINS. Caihler, II u'"u t
miaa.aoo.aoBlood still got the postofflce? Tell me assistance and when Chamberlainsjthirteen children. so much confidence in its wonderfulcurative virtue that it is sold the
country over under a positive guaran
Many people thins:it strange that I am Tablets
are given at the first indica-
tion, much distress and suffering may
anything else about the old town, l
nftpn think of my old friends back tee to cure catarrh, croup, sore throat. be avoided. Sold by an aruggisis.there and wish I could have the
not broken down
with hard work and
nara nf mv fam- - Interest Paid on Time Depositscoughs and colds or money back.pleasure of seeing them once more.1 "1 i uv - -- y .
-- i i a. t ft.am ff mv tmnri friend. c Mririn for ChildrenNo "stomach dosing when you uai x livm -
vnWa Hotiav and Tar Compoundhroftthe HYOMEI. Just pour a few' FREE SEED DISTRIBUTION is a safe and effective medicine iordrops of the liquid into the Inhaler and children as it does not contain opiates
"Drawing Money"Secretary Fleming of theoinh some time ago received from breathe it In. nr harmful drugs. The geniuen roi-
liy, uui x ku mti" '"j a -- :your Vegetable Compound, and thai
Ihere will be no backache and bearing
down pains for them if they will takeit as I have. I am scarcely ever with-o- utit in the house. -
"I will say also that I think there is
no better medicine to be found for
girls to build them up and makeirrzL6 5, TOOn Mv eldest
Tt is miehty pleasant to use; it unnav onH Tar nnmDound is inCjr 0 "vuvj uu -Delegate Andrews a large sack of
vsretable seeds, most of which have a vellow package.
O. U. acnaerer ana
opers up those stuffed-u- p nostrils In At each tick of the clock is what will happen to
your dollars when deposited with
,
Red Cross Drug Co.two minutes, and makes your heMhoori distributed through tie mail to
feel as clear as a bell in a short timethe farmers whose names were avail-
-
itancrhter has taken Lvdia E. Pink- - In cases of rheumatism relief from
n.iT. kiiVai alppn nnd rest oosslble.Breathe HYOMEI arid kill the ca-
- Savings Bankoa-'rn- Vre are sitffl" quite a few pack tairh germs. It's the only way to cm ewminlnin which can be secured This may be obtained by applyingChamberlain's Liniment. For sale bydesiring them upon appn- all druggists.v ... catarrh. It's the only way to get naof that constant hawking, snuffing
and spitting.
fkm to the secretary, at tne otnee
Trouble death, scourge or ought else can't stop
the "earning by interest" process going on. Bank
your money here and at once the "growing" begins.
Interest we pay is always the best.
LAS VEGAS SAVIHGS BAE1K
and Agency cor-
poration.
of the Investment
Each package contains an A comDlete
HYOMEI outfit, whtci Frank Revell,includes a bottle of HYOMEI and a
ham's Vegetable Compound for pain-
ful periods and irregularity, and ithaa
always helped her.
"I am always ready and willing to
word for the Lydia k.iSam's Kemedies. I tdleryme
I meet that I owe my health and hap-pine- ssto these wonderful medicines
Mrs. J. G. Johnson. Scottville,Mich.,t
B8a8E. Pinkham's Vegetable Com-poun- d,
made from native roots and
herbscontains no narcotics or harm-- ff to-da-y holds the recordu
for tKrgest number of actual cures
of female .diseMOSr--'''- - -
assortment of the stanaara
en neas. lettuce, carrots, n CONTRACTOR and BUILDER
Estimates Furnished on AH Kinds of
t Building Job Woik a Specialty.
bfi'd rubber pocket Inhaler, costs $1.00
at druggists everywhere or at E. O.
Murphey's. If you already own a Hyo-me- l
inhaler you can get an extra bot-
tle of HYOMET for 50 cents.'
etc., and an ample supply for family
,ims' As the supply remaining on hand
will be necessaryis not very large it Phone Main 336. Opposite Optic
to apply early to secure any.
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CHICAGO STIRREDS6e Optic
THE LOBBY RESTAURANT AND CAFE
SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED THE
SOCIETY AND BUSINESS DIRECTORY
F. O. E. Meets first and third Tuesda DAILY OPTIC'S
W who are familiar with its his-
tory know it to be a fact that the
work of this congress is watched
closely by many of the foreign coun-
tries and we know that the good ac-
complished by the congress here hat
accomplished good proportionately In
foreign countries, so I believe the
organization should be a world
movement both in name and accom-
plishment instead of in one of these
only. After the great sessions here
next December, let us be able to say
to the whole world that the Irrigation
Congress is a world's congress and
not an American institution . solely,
and that we invite the whole world,
on behalf of the United States as a
whole, to participate in it, to feel
an actual part of it and to benefit
by its wholesale accomplishments
year by year. Now is the time and
Chicago is the place to bring about
this big step."
Mr. Blanchard asserted that gov-
ernment surveys had shown that there
are 30,000,000 acres of lands avail-
able in the arid sections of the west
for irrigation and that the Reclama-
tion Service ultimately will have
created in these deserts homes' for
2,000,000 families. Arid desert lands,
reclaimed, are worth, he declared,
possibly three times as much as the
prized corn lands in the middle west
for the reason that in the mountain
valleys the fertility of the ages has
O
DEPARTMENT
OVER IRRIGATION
CONGRESS
BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONAL
MEN ENTER INTO ITS WORK
WITH A VIM
Chicago, April 7. That irrigation
and the National Irrigation Congress
have captured Chicago business and
professional men was evidenced at
the initial monthly Chicago board of
control and Chicago Irrigation associ-
ation luncheon; given at the Hotel
La Salle, when one of the speakers
for the occasion, Dr. William A.
Evans, Chicago's health commissioner,
suggested, in Ihis enthusiasm, that
the congress be made international fn
name as well as in scope. The lunch-
eon foretold in itself the success that
Is to mark the work of the congresB
this year, the guests appearing in
such numbers that the east room was
crowded to capacity, although the
board of control organization hal
been made complete scarcely a week
prior to the gathering of its mem-
bers and the other guests. The diners
Included fifty Chlcagoans of promin
ence, seven consular representatives
in Chicago and railway heads from
many of the lines terminating here- -
The luncheons are to be given the
last Thursday of each month
throughout the remainder of the
year.
Addresses were made by Edmund
T. Perkins, managing director or the
board of Control ; Arthur Hooker, sec
retary of the congress; Dr. Evans
and C. J. Blanchard, statistician of
the United States Reclamation Ser-
vice, Washington, D. C. Dr. Evans,
who has frequently been mentioned
as a possible choice for an addition-
al member of President Taft's cabi
net as the head of a new national de-
partmentthat of a national depart-
ment of health is the chairman of
the committee on foreign representa
tion for the board of control, and he
made it plain In his talk that his con
nection with the congress is to be
active in the broadest sense of the
word.
Mr. Blanchard made the rather
startling statement that the Reclama
tion Service would, before the efforts
ot Uncle Sam to create homes for
the people were at an end, see the
reclamation of possibly five times the
number of acres already reclaimed
from the western deserts by Irriga-
tion, with an additional 80,000,000
acres of swamplands in the south
drained and their remarkable fertil
ity put at the command of the hus-
bandman.
'The Chicago meeting of this con
gress will be the crowning event in
all the twenty years of the organiza-
tion's existence," Dr. Evans said. The
Chicago congress, I can plainly see
now, will make a standard for fu-
ture gatherings of the organization
to look backward to as the congress
of real accomplishment and to equal
with no little pride. As the Chicago
World's Fair gave Chicago world
views and the world Chicago views,
so it should be with this Irrigation Con
gress and so it no doubt will be. In
fact, I make the suggestion now that
some concerted movement be launch-
ed which will have the object of mak
ing the Irrigation Congress
is fully prepared to handle
Job Printing of every kind
CORRECT PRINTING IS ill ART
1 COLUMN
Optic's Number, Main 2.
ATEC F9R CLASSIFIED ADVER-
TISEMENTS
Flva centi per line each Insertion
Estimate aix ordinary words to a line.
No ad to occupy less space than two
lines. All advertlsemente charged will
be booked at space actually set, with
ut regard to number of worde. Caeh
In advance preferred. Phono Main 2.
Wanted
WANTED Position by experienced
chamber maid. Address P. M., Optic.
For Sale
FOR SALE Good 5 room house in a
good location on the hill, has lawn,
garden and barn. A bargain If taken
at once. Phone Main 14G. L. G.
Calhoun, 60S Douglas avenue.
FOR SALE Legal blantas of. all de-
scriptions. Notary seals and rec-
ords at The Optic office.
FOR SALE A bargain, Edison phono-
graph In first class condition. Hand-
some largo horn and many records.
723 Mala street.
FOR SALE Buff Plymouth Rock
baby chlcka, $14.00 per 100. Money
must accompany order. Mrs. Mag
gie E. Stevens, Humboldt, Kan, R 2.
For Rent
FOR RENT Nice suite ot furnished
housekeeping rooms. Bath, electric
lights eta Excellent location. 918
Eighth street.
LAST WILL AND TESTAMENT
of Francis Emily Fenton, deceased.
Territory of New Mexico
County of San Miguel.
Office of the Probate Clerk, County
of San' Miguel, N. M.
To All Whom It May Concern, Greet-
ing:
You are hereby notified that the
25th day of May, A, D. 1311, has been
fixed by the Honorable Probate Court,
in and for the county and territory
aforesaid as the day to prove the last
will and testament of said Frances
Emily Fenton, deceased.
In Testimony Whereof, I have here-
unto set my hand and affixed the seal
of the Probate Court this 28th day of
March, A. D. 1911.
(Seal) LORENZO DELGADO,
Clerk of the Probate Court.
LOCAL TIME CARD
WEST BOUND
Arrive
No. 1 1:60 P. M
No. 3 6:15 A. M
No. 7
..........i 5:15 P. M
No. 9 6:S5 P. M
Depart
No. 1 2:10 P. M.
No. 3 6:20 A. M.
No. 7 5:40 P. M
No. 9 7;00 P. M
EA8T BOUND
Arrive
No. 2 9:10 P. M
No. 4 11:10 P. M.
No. 8 1:15 A. M
No 10 1:45 P. M.
Depart
No-- 2 9:15 P. 11
No. 4 11:20 P. M.
No. 8 1:25 A. M.
No. 10
''
210 P 2&
WILMAMvJON
HAFFNDRCD
ENGMVERHTONTERi
DE-NVTR- , COIvQ
CHAPMAN LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A A. M
Regular ( communi-
cation first and
third Thursday in
each month. Visit-
ing brothers cor
dially invited. William H. Stapp, W.
M.; Chas. H. Sporleder, Secretary.
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
KNIGHTS . TEMPLAR
kQk Regular concinr- - secondymJ Tuerfi in each month at
Masonic Timple at 7:30 p. m. C. U
Bencher, S. C; Charles Tamme,
tieoorder.
LA8 VEGA8 CHAPTER NO. 8, ROYAL
ARCH MASONS Regular coavoca- -
tlon first Monday in each
month at Masonic Temple,
at 7:30 p. m. J. A. Rut- -
.ledge, H. P.; Chas. H.
Sporleder, Secretary. '
RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2. O. E
S. Meets second and fourth Thurs
days in Masonic Temple. Mrs. Ag
nes M. Tripp, Worthy Matron; Tho
mas B. Bo wen, Worthy Patron;
Mrs, Minerva A. Howell, Secretary.
Phone Main 231, 721 Fourth street.
EL DORADO LODGE NO. 1,
KNIGHT8 OF PYTHIAS Meets
every Monday even-
ing in Castle Hall.
Visiting Knights are
cordially invited.
Charles E. Lieb-schnle- r,
Chancellor
Commander; Harry
Martin, Keeper of
Records and Seal.
BALDY LODGE NO. 77, FRATERNAL
UNION OF AMERICA Meets first
and third Wediesdaya of each
month at Fraternal Brotherhood
halL A. E. Hay ward, F. to..; W. A.
Givens, Secretary, visiting mem-
bers cordially Invited.
B. P. O. ELKS Meets second and
fourth Tuesday evening of each
month at O. R. C. halL Visiting
Brothers are cordially invited. J. K.
Martin, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Con-
don, Secretary.
RED MEN Meet in Fraternal Broth-- '
erhood hall the sleep, of the fourth
Thursday of each ' month, eighth
run, thirtieth breath. Visiting broth-
ers always welcome to the wigwam.
W. O. Wood, sachem; David Flint,
chief of records and collector of
wampum.
Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following de
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Emitt Isaacks, Las Cruces, N. M.
To-wi- t: One red and white steer
about 6 years old, weight about 800
pounds.
Branded
On left ribs
Said animal being unknown U. this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before April 25, '11, Bald date being 10
days after last appearance of this ad-
vertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Albuquerque, N. M.
First pub. April 5, last pub. April 15, '11
Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following de
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Dan Ca8sldy, Jr., Cleveland, N. M.
To-wl- t:
One cow
Branded
On left hip
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before April 21 '11, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this ad
vertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Albuquerque, N. M.First pub Mar. 31, last pub. Apr. 11, '11
Estray Advertisement
Notice la herebv riven in whnm It
may concern that the following de-
scribed estray animal was taken up by
AiDert Sanders, Orange, N. M.
To-wi- t: One sorrel mare 12 or 14
years old about 13 1--2 hands high,
white spot in forehead.
Branded JHOn left Bhoulder.
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on orbefore April 21 '11, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this ad
vertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Albuquerque,. N. M.
First pub. Mar. 31, last pub. Apr. 11, 11
Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following da--
There is a great difference
between "printing" and "cor-
rect printing." Our work is
"correct" in every detail.
evenings each month, at teratoma
Brotherhood haJI. Visiting Brother,
are cordially invited. B. F. McGuir
President; E. C. Ward, Secretary.
FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD, NO
102 Meets every Monday night ai
their hall in the Schmidt building
vest of Fountain Square, ai eigb'
o'clock. Visiting members are cor
dially welcome. Fred Philips, presl
dent; Carrie Schrock, Secretary; C
Baily, Treasurer.
J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 545
I. O. B. B. Meeta every first Tues
day of the month in the vestrj
rooms of Temple Montefiore at t
o'clock, p. m. Visiting brothers art
cordially lnivted. Isaac Appel
President; Chas. Greenclay, Sec
retary.
KNIGhTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIl
NO. 804 Meeta second and rourt)
Thursday in O. R. C. hall, Pionee
building. Visitlag members are coj
dially invited. W. R. Tipton, G. K
E. P. MackeL F. S.
- O. O. F, LAS VEGA8 LODGE NO.
Meets every Monday evening a
their hall on Sixth street All visit
ing Brethren cordially invited to ai
tend, Carl Wertz, N. G.; A, 1
Rogers, V. G.; T. M. Elwood, Secre
tary; w. E. Crites, treasurer; C. V
Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
LAS VEGAS CAMP NO. 13779 MOD
ERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meets the second and fourth Tuet
days of each month in the W. O. W
hall at 8 p. m. C. Clay, Venerablt
Consul; Geo. Laemmle, Clerk. Via
iting neighbors are cordially in
vited.
DENTISTS.
F. R. LORD
DENTIST
Office Pioneer Bulldina
' Rooms I and 4
Office Phone Main 57
Residence Phone 414
DR. E. I HAMMOND
DENTIST
8ult 4. Crockett Building, Ha.
phones at office and resMsnce.
ATTORNEYS
ieo. H Hunker Chester Huske
HUNKER & HUNKER
Attorneys at Law
La Vegas, New Msxlc
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Thomas Warrick, Las Vegas, N. M,
To-wl- t: One gray mare about 12
years old.
Branded
On left shoulder
On left hip
aranaeo
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before April 24, 1911, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this
said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Albuquerque, N. M.
First pub. April 4, last pubApiH 14, '11
LAST WILL AND TESTAMENT
of Charles How Bradley, deceased.
Territory of New Mexico,
County of San Miguel.
Office of the Probate Court, San Mi-
guel County, New Mexico.
To All Whom It May Concern, Greet-
ing:
You are hereby informed that the
13th day of May, A. D. 1911, has been
set by the Honorable Probate Court
in and for the County and Territory
aforesaid as the day on which to
prove the last will and testament of
said Charles How Bradley, deceased.
In Testmony Whereof I have here-
unto set my hand and official seal of
the Probate Court, this 16 th day of
'
March, A. D. 1911.
(Seal) LORENZO DELGADO,
Clerk of. the Probate Court.
ASSESSMENT NOTICE
Notice is hereby give to all tax
payers in Precinct Number 29 of the
County of San Miguel, that I will be
in my office, 605 Lincoln avenue, be-
tween the hours of 8 a. m. and 5 p. m.
until the 30th day of April, 1911, to
receive returns of all taxable proper-
ty. Those falling to do so within the
specified t'me will be assessed by me
according to Section 4035 of the com-
piled laws of 1897, and a penalty of
25 per cent Mil be Imposed on those
who fall to make returns,
apr 30 JOHN H. YORK, Assessor
B
mm, ffrf4rtfb tlisjfli-illt- Mejfi Mil HI W
irTWTTi hi
Advertising
lain dormant awaiting the activities
of the scientist, who make the desert
drink and then bloom.
"The cost of creating these pro-
jects will represent an expenditure
by Uncle Sam far greater than the
cost of the Panama canal, yet tie
cost is not a dead expense, as it is
with the' canal, inasmuch as the
money thus spent for irrigation
works returns in time to the United
States treasury. Throughout th'e en-
tire world this method of a govern-
ment creating farm homes for the
people is watched and studied.
"In addition to the work in the
west, the Reclamation Service no
doubt will be of proportionate help
to the south In its swamplands prob-
lems as the years pass and the scope
of the service is broadened. The le-
gality of such work on the part of
the government has been established
by precedent and it is no idle dream
to assert at this time that the gov-
ernment will, in time, give much aid
in the problems of draining over
80,000,000 acres of swamplands. This
problem presents many difficulties
which have to be overcome, however,
inasmuch as the government, when
it was improvident with its resources.
allowed the swamplands to pass into
the ownership of the different states,
and id the work of reclamation many
state issues will arise - for solution
With a democratic congress In ses-
sion, though, the south should, and
likely will, request and be given the
aid of the government in its develop
ment work."
This phase of the work no doubt
will be much discussed at the De
cember gathering of this congress and
the decisive, concerted assistance of
the Irrigation Congress no doubt will
be given. Mr. Blanchard arrived in
Chicago from a tour in the west. He
was with Colonel Roosevelt at the
dedication of the Roosevelt dam of
Salt River project in Arizona on
March 18.
At the luncheon the consul guests
represented Denmark, the Nether-
lands, Austria Hungary j Spain, France,
Germany and Japan. The consuls
evinced much interest in the discus-
sions and probably will be seen at all
similar gatherings in the future.
come next and then there is a long
list of strange tongues, Arabic,
Chinese, Croatian, Japanese, Servian,
Welsh, Slovak, Ruman'an, etc. In
fact there is hardly a language with
any literature at all which is not
represented in this country by one or
more publications. The stranger on
our shores need not send back home
for his newspapers.
Now this may seem rather un-
pleasant to some persons but it is en-
couraging to state that, with a very
few exceptions of ' anarchist stripe
these organs of thought published in
foreign tongues are almost wholly de-
voted to this country. They may.in-dulg- e
in criticism of men and meas-
ures, as is their right, but it would
be difficult to find anything which is
not at bottom wholesome and patri-
otic. In fact this is the most
country in the world. But
it should be remembered that in most
instances the second generation
learns English and, in the larger
number of cases, the third generation
does not know the mother tongue.
These foreign newspapers are real
ly engines of constructive patriotism.
Bryan forgot to mention them in his
tirade against the newspaper profes-
sion. He ought to know that the for-
eign press is too important to be ig-
nored. Philadelphia Inquirer.
We are always glad to lend
our knowledge and assist-
ance. Cost estimates will
be cheerfully furnished
whether or not an order
ensues. Prompt work is
assured.A Cosmopolitan Nation
THE
OPTIC PUBLISHING CO,
Telephone Main 2
It is well known that we have an
immense foreign populetion gathered
in this country, but we are not gen-
erally aware of the linguistic and liter
ary activ'ties of these people. There
are periodicals of one sort or another
published in thirty foreign languages.
and their circulation runs up into the
many millions. Of course, the German
language leads all the others; it has
632 publications, or a little more than
all the rest combined. Our German
population came early has has always
been prominent in the publishing
business, even back to Colonial times-Th-
Italian comes next with seventy-thre- e
publications, including a very
large proportion of daily newspapers.
That the Swedish and Norwegian-Danis- h
come next is not surprising
seeing that the Scandinavian element
in the Northwest is large, but most
persons will be astonished to learn
that the Bohemian comes next. We
are apt to think of Bohemians as a
rather low sort of people, of little
education or culture. As a fact the
Bohemians are one of the most pro
gressive, most inte'ligent and best
educated peoples of Europe, with a
literature that goes back to the time
when there wasn't an Anglo-Saxo- n
who could read or write Gave in some
monastery. . The Spaniards and Poles
rr
Continuous
IS WHAT makes your name familiar andidentifies it with your business. Contlnuous-nev- er
turning your back to give the otherfellow a chance when you are not looking,q If you advertise occasionally, somebody else
may share in the benefit of your expenditure
by chancing to be in when you are out.
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E 1ES FALL
JUDGE 18 PUFFED UP OVER AT-
TENTIONS RECEIVED AT SrJj 'rr --S- I JiMKTHEATER.
Party retire early, Ma
prry, and acareely had the lightsHTdm out than bears began to anl9
"along the baoon trails. Overall wag
sweetly sleeping when two huge grfilies arrived at the Junction of iltlrtrails and simultaneously shoved their
noses under the flap of his tent and
began rooting for bacon. Overall waa
rolled over and hla mattress turned
on top of him. The Jokers meantime
were doubling up with laughter. There
waa an upheaval and from the oppo-
site side of the tent burst Overall.
Instead of fleeing, however, he Belied
the pole of the overturned tent and
sailed Into those two bears, making
singles, doubles and triples every timehe swung. For a moment the beara
threatened to fight, but the hitting ofOverall was too hard and they retreat-
ed at top speed, one carrying off the
IS MISTAKEN FOR MURPHY
The TAT From tiho FLVfmCrvsl Over. 1 1 prove, That Sometime.Cub Is Match for Bear-C- ap, An.n' Experience With Ptrtta In
China Sea.
By HUGH 8. FW.LERTON.
Judge William MoSurely (they usedto call him
"Billy" when he, playedball over at the tTnlreralty of Woos--
Which would you prefer to put in your stomach
a fat such as lard, direct from the hog, or a
product such as Cottolene. that is Dure, healthful
and easily digested?r ia vmoj la long on law. dignityad driving at golf. He became rath-
er famoua In Chicago In presidingorer the flrat trial of Lee O'NeJlBrowne and In othar
Besides being healthful, Cottolene is a cleanly product.From Cottonfiela to Kitchen--hum- an hands never touch the oil
ally felt a Bmall pride In the fact that
meet some "white hopes." He might
stow away a lot of 'em at that
Arthur Irwin, scout of the Yankees,
has an idea that bis team will finish on
top of the American league har
., Frank Chance expects to train off 10
pounds on his spring Jaunt to be in
fighting trim for the finish bout
Jack Knight Yankee shortstop, add-
ed to the joy of the New York tans by
affixing, his signature to a three-yea-r
contract
For the sake of safety, a baseball
player's shoe has been patented In
which the deadly spikes are replaced
by pieces of chain.
Garry Herrman, chairman of the Na-
tional commission and owner of tbe
Cincinnati Reds, has won a new nick-
name. They call him the "Official
Banqueter" now.
Patrick Donohue, who Is a catcher as
well as being the brother of "Jiggs,"
the old White Sox first baseman, has
been turned back to the minors. Mem-
phis is his destination.
Claude Rltchey, at one time with the
Pittsburg Pirates and later with the
Boston Doves, has agreed to the terms
of the Louisville Colonels and will be
classed aa a Nightrtder this season.
Cyclone Johnny Thompson beat Billy
Papke, the thunderbolt
. Walter Johnson says he will pitch
only 10 games In 1111.
Jake 8tahl refuses to bodge from his
soft Beat as a full fledged banker.
Al Kaufman has sold all rights In
himself tor two years for $50,000, it is
Bald.
" 'KM' McCoy retains his judgment
of distance and his eye," says Jack
O'Brien.
Will the Chicago White Box draw a
booby or a Texas burro for a prise oa
October It
Walter J. Travis is copping medals
aa an amateur la sundry and divers
tournaments.
The game of billiards was introduced
into England at the close of the six-
teenth century.
Ootch and "Hack," they say, may not
meet this season, bat may come to-
gether In the fall.
Chinese athletes train on duck
brains, which they consider the most
strengthening food.
Good old Tom Lynch gets a substan-
tial Increase In salary from the Nation-
al league magnates.
Kid McCoy wants to came back and
from which Cottolene is made. Moreover, it is
packed in patent air-tig- ht tin pai never, sold
in bulk and s absolutely protected from air,t dust and contamination.
We guarantee Cottolene to be fresh and satis-
factory, or authorize your grocer to refund your
money. Under such conditions why take chances
with hog lard or any imitation of Cottolene?
Made only by THE N. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY
n Nature's Gift from the Sunny South-
.Capt, Anson and the Pirates.
bacon, and the jokers and the women,
who had been aroused by the roars of
the grizzlies and Overall, saw the big
Cub pitcher chasing two grown grls-rlie-s
at top speed, belaboring them
with the tent pole and vainly trying
to recover the lost bacon.
no uaa won nis way to the top In the
Windy City. Hit pride fell aeveral de-
grees a few weeks ago.
With a friend Judge McSurely wentto a Chicago theater. The house was
crowded and It was almost impossi-ble to get good seats. The best thatthe jurist and his friend could do waa
to secure two seats second row from
the back and behind a post. They
were just seating themselves when a
smiling and solicitous usher descend-
ed upon the Judge and whispered:
"You don't want to alt back here.
Follow me and I'll give you good seatsdown in front"
He took them into a box, hovered
over them, ordered the water boy and
the program boy to furnish every-
thing and tried to give them the best
the house afforded.
"You Bee," whispered the Judge tohis guest, "it pays to be a well-know- n
person in Chicago." t
And the guest was duly impressed.
About a week later the Judge took
another friend to the same theater.
Again the friendly and solicitous ush-
er descended upon him and gave him
the freedom of the house. He ex-
pressed surprise that the Judge should
have paid for tickets, and invited him
to come at any time and bring a party.
Judge McSurely was beginning to feel
at least as big as a Supreme Courtjustice when the usher whispered:
"Mr. Murphy, I'm awfully sorry the
Cubs lost, but we'll beat 'em next
year."
The usher had mistaken the plump,
rotund Jurist for "Chubby Charlie"
Murphy.
LASTOMMY RYAN TO COME BACK
Retired Middleweight Saye He Will
Take to Ring Again Talks
of Old Blows.
Another retired champion will en
Bob Pettlt, the veteran ball player
who died at Derby, Conn., a short
time ago, once led a Pirate crew that
would have made Captain Kidd en-
vious. Incidentally it was not until
after Anson had retired from baseball
and gone Into politics that anyone
dared speak to him concerning the
Pirates who held up his ship and
tried to make him walk the plank in
the China sea. Tbe piratical attack
deavor to come baok. Reading in the
newspapers that Kid MoOoy, bis old-tim- e
rival, la hurling challenges at
INDUSTRIAL INSURANCE
Philadelphia, April 7. The fifteenth
annual meeting of the American Acad-
emy of Political and Social Science
began in Whitherspoon hall today.
This year's meeting is devoted to the
consideration of "Risks In Modem In-
dustry," and more than the usual num-
ber of distinguished Americans will
make addresses at the several ses-
sions.
The initial session this afternoon
began with a discussion of the topic
"Industrial Insurance and Retiring
Allowances." The speakers were F.
Spencer Baldwin, Edwin W. De Leon
and A. M. Landis. The prevention
of industrial accidents also was con-
sidered. Among the speakers heard
on this subject were MIbs Mabel T.
Boardman of Washington and Mrs.
Florence Kelley, representing the Na
Heavyweight Jaok Johnson, Tommy
Jlyan, the retired middleweight cham--
that a Syracuse club will make Mo-Co- y
an offer to meet him.
Tommy isn't going after the title.
"I've got a young fellow to nail that
title," said Ryan, referring to How-
ard Morrow, the youth he recently
brought here from Benton Harbor,
Mich.
"I just want to show some knockers
that I can still box a bit," said Ryan,
and then went on to argue that Mor-
row Is so good that the middleweight
title will come to his camp anyway.
Ryan says that he will put Morrow
against any middleweight in the
world, bar none. Morrow weighs
about 154 pounds when in condition,
is twenty-thre- e years old, and carries
a hard punch In either hand.
Ryan plans an Invasion of England
In April and will take Con O'Kelly, hla
heavyweight candidate; Howard Mor-
row and Robby PltUley, lightweight,
who la the only boy having credit for
led by Pettlt happened in 1888 during
the trip of the Chicago and
teams around the world. The
Pirates were Pettit, Tom Daly and
Jimmy Ryan and it is not telling
secrets to admit that, in those days,
THIS VICINITY has a climate of unsurpassed fcealthful- -
If nose without extremes of heat or cold, having! nearly S00
days of eunshine In the year.
The water supply is abundant and pure, furnished by moun-
tain streams or from wells of no great depth.
The annual rainfall amounts to nearly nineteen inchei, aver-
age, occurring principally In July and August (
The soil Is highly fertile and easy of working, being general-
ly sandy loam especially retentive of moisture.
Lands here are lower in price than we know of anywhere else
wnere conditions are equally good.
Crops are principally alfalfa, oats, wheat potatoes, corn and
forage. Sugar beets promise to be profitable.
"Dry Farming," practiced scientifically, rs proving to be suc-
cessful . here, a large area being under cultivation.
An Irrigation system to cover many thousand acres surround-
ing the city is now being constructed.
Mining developments in the adjacent mountain are show-
ing up very promising values. Building stone of superior quality lis
quarried nearby.
The Pecos National Forest, which is near, affords excellent
grazing for large numbers of cattle and horses at a nominal cost.
Stock raising is a profitable business. '
A great natural pleasure ground abound in this National
Forest, with its grand scenery, Its trout streams and big game.
Beautiful mountain resorts within easy access of the city arc
open all the year for health or pleasure seekers.
they did not have to do much rehears
ing to become real Pirates.
The ship on which the American
players, led by Spalding and Anson,
was loitering through the Indian
ocean and the China sea. The sailors
.were tailing tearful tales., ot Malay
tional Consumers' league.a knockout oyer Young Abeam, whom Tomorrow's session will be devoted
Orval Overall, the Giant Cub pitch-
er, was the hero of an adventure on
his vacation last winter that proves
that, sometimes, a Cub Is the match
of a bear. Overall's home is at Vlsa-11- a,
in Qalitornla, and during tbe early
winter, before Ine "snfiws" shut bit a.ll
approach to the famous Yosemite Val-
ley, Overall led a party of friends on
to the consideration of the topic, "De
New York critlca dope out aa the
coming .lightweight champion. Pitta-le-
welgha but 128 pounds, but haa an
awful punch.
and Chinese pirates. Guns had been fects in Our Present LlabiJJty Laws."
and the speakers will be P. Tecum-se-
Sherman, Talcott Williams, Miles
M. Dawson, Joseph P. Cotton and
Walter S. NIcholls. Other speakers
will discusB the subject of "Employ-
ers' Liability and Workmen's Compen
mounted on the decks of the liner and
the sole topic of conversation- was
pirates. That put an idea Into the
heads of Pettlt, Daly and Ryan. They
enlisted a few of the crew of the liner
and laid the plot.
The following day the ship . waa
trembling with preparations to repulse
attacks. The rumor spread among the
players and members of the party that
three junks, filled with pirates, had
a camping trip into the valley. The
party was to spend ten days in tents
exploring the Yosemite and, although
they were not intending to hunt on
government land, they took guns with
them as a means of e.
The big grizzly bears in the upper
part of the valley are extremely
friendly, embarrassingly bo, to tell the
truth. They have been protected from
hunters until they feel Just as any
other Native Son does that it is legi-
timate to loot any visitor. So Instead
Shooting Dates 8et.
Dates for trap shooting classics
were set the other night at a meet-
ing of the executive committee of , the
Chicago Qun club. The Interstate
contest will be held on May 7.
The event is open to any five-ma- n
team of any organized gun club, and
will be held at Kensington. The
teams will shoot at 100 targets for a
championship trophy. The Chicago
Qrand American will take place June
17, with preliminary events on two
days previous.
sation."
The final session tomorrow night
will he given over to the subject, "Re-
cent Progress in Legislation with Re-
ference to Employers' Liability and
Workmen's Compensation." The
speakers will be Austin L. Crothers,
John Mitchell and United States
Commissioner of Labor Charles P.
Neill.
Tommy Ryan.
pion, Immediately came out with the
announcement that be will return to
the ring and meet some of the old-tim- e
middleweights or light heavy-
weights, and there Is just a chance
rr TN QT-yp-- and those Suffering from Diseases ofX U U.J.C jy OJJCp Lll the stomach and Intestines.When the digest ire organs are weakened or impaired one or more (not all) of the following
symptoms arise: Joated tongue, lack of appetite, vomiting, intetttinal paint, jaundice, burning painsiu, stomach, headache, acidity, dizziness, constipation, oolio, general depression, aversion to certain
foods, dyspepsia, diarrhoea, llatuieace, stomach aohe. In ail such case relief is at onoe afforded by
been sighted and that an attack might
be made at any time. Shortly after
midnight that night the Pirates broke
loose. Those who saw Pettit lead the
attack declare that Morgan, Kidd and
that gang would have looked like
minor leaguers compared with him.
He was some pirate, and Daly and.:t &k Stop In at O. G. Schaefer's and getROOSEVELT KEEPING BUSYSpokane, Wash., April 7 After anRyan were almost equally ferocious- - a free sample or itMU ana miviu
SOAP.looking.
The main attack was directed upon The surest and most economical
treatment for eczema, pimples, dan
all-da- y ride across one of the most
fertile sections of the state of Wash-
ington, Colonel Theodore Roosevelt
arrives in Spokane tonight and will
make this city his headquarters dur
druff and all diseases of the skin and
When a mtdicine must be given to
youne cshildren it should be pleasant
to take. Chamberlain's Cough Rem-
edy is made from loaf sugar, and the
roots used in its preparation give it
a flavor similar to maple syrup, mak-
ing it pleasant to take. It has no supe-
rior for colds, croup and whooping
cough. For sale by all druggists.
A safe and absolutely harmless remedy prepared by bau de Carlos, ft physicianand pharmaceutistf undoubted standing in Kurope.STOMALIX relieves pain, aids digestion, stimulates the appetite, and tones the entire system,
r4toring the digestive functions to their normal power, so that they may perform their work unaided.
. STOMA 1,1 X doesnotintlictadrug hebit.-- '
STOMAIjI X is invaluable to brain workers, increases tbe capacity for effort, corrects ailments
of children, benefits the youthful and aged, and is absolutely harmless. Fur Sale fry ail DrugyUt.
K. FOK.KKA fc fO., AtrenU.U. Mew York.
Anson's cabin. The pirates swarmed
there and began battering the door
and when they broke in Anson was
defending the ship with his big bat
and threatening to demolish all the
Malays in the sea, and it took Mrs.
Anson three days to dig her jewels
nnt nf the nlaces Cap had hidden
ing the next three days. His visit will
scalp. Do not neglect this. They will
give you prompt relief and put you on
the road to a cure. Good for in-
fants as well as grown persons.
be broken by a trip to Moscow to ad
dress the students of the university
of Idaho, after which he is schedulthem when the alarm was raised.
ed to return to Spokane to speak he--
"It's too bad," moaned a Cub fan to fore a convention of school teachers
of Oregon, Washington and Idaho. mmManager Frank Chance after we un METfortunate .(for the Cubs) worm 8 cnamninnahin "aeries had been finished A Reliable Medicine Not a NarcoticFoley Kidney Pills contain in con-centrated form ingredients of estab-lished therapeutic value for the relief
and cure of all kidney and bladder
ailments. Foley Kidney Pills are an-
tiseptic, tonic and restorative. Re-
fuse substitutes. O. G. Schaefer and
Red Cross Drug Co.
in... l j - Ttoll nlnh n. better When a girl with freckles goes toa beauty parlor does she pay spot
cash?
vve uou ucuw
fielding club and I know the Cubs play for backache, rheumatism, kidney or bladder trouble, and urinary irregularities.
Foley Kidney Pills purify the blood, restore lost vitality and vigor. Refuse substitutes
FOR SALE BY O. G. SCHAEFER AND RED CR0S8 DRUG CO,
better Inside oaseDaii
"Inside baseball?" snorted Chance;
m-.- u. hoaohaiiT Hnw can a team111S1UO UOJLUU" .
play inside baseball when they are
vuin. tv.a hoTl at vou so hard you're FOR FALLING HAIR
YOU RUN NO RISK WHEN YOU
USE THIS REMEDY
lucky to keep your tegs from being
carried onto the outfield? It took all
the inside baseball we knew to keep ITH SELECTIVE TRANSMISSION
from getting killed oy Daweo.
Copyrigt, 1911, by Joseph B. BowUa.)
m.tnrlr. Beauties.
Flanders "20"
FORF..DOOR MODEL
The famous beauties of the world
-.-- -
.h.. thev leave no portraits
We promise you that, if your hair
is falling out, and you have not let it
go too far, you can repair the dam-
age already done by using Rexall
"93" Hair Tonic, with persistency and
of themselves. Take Marguerite of
Valols. She was an immoral, dishon-
orable! criminal, scheming, unscrupu-
lous villainess; but she was dowered
with such charm that tnere was noi a
laller or an enemy she could not
When Cub Meets Cub.
of attacking camping parties the big
silver tips usually loiter around to
collect means of subsistence from the
tourists.
In the party were two practical
Jokers of the kind that think Justifi-
able homicide a good Joke. Overall,
having seen many bears, wasn't a bit
tlmldalthough the ladles in the party
were. The bears that came prowling
around the camps to seek food usual-
ly started a panic among the women
and because of this it was arranged
that the four tents should be set up
with the tent for the women In the
center and the others surrounding it
to protect Jthem from bears and other
wild animals.
Overall had a small tent all to hlm-el- f
and voluntarily slept there to
protect the cook tent and contents
from the marauding bruins. That
rave the practical Jokers a grand
idea for a Joke. While Overall was
.howing some of the women the
beauties of the valley the "jokers
hitched a flitch of bacon to a string
and proceeded half a mile into he
forest Then they proceeded to lay
trails, dragging the bacon along the
ground from various parts of the
trail ending at the Bide
ofOverall', tent To Anion tbe joke
they hid the flitch of bacon undei
Overall's mattress.
.h aha tried. No. nor a
regularity, for a reasonable length of
time. It is a scientific, cleansing, an-
tiseptic, germicidal preparation, that
destroys microbes, stimulates good
circulation around the hair roots, pro-
motes hair nourishment, removes dan-
druff and restores hair health. It is
as nlea8ant to use as pure water, and
VUIUUI "
woman not even the wives of her
lovers. Men came from every coun
try, taking year-lon- g journeys, oniy
to see her, and went away, after a
little glimpse, saying they had "seem
loveliness Itself." Then one sees her
portraits. Too much forehead, not
enough eyebrow, a straight nose and
expressive mouth (in one picture a
lovely mouth) and that Is all. Mary
Queen of Scots was very lovely-th- ree
kingdoms battled because of her
beauty and yet her pictures leave
one cold. Fouche said her portrait
showed every trait of the lowest
criminal type. That waa before he
knew whose picture he criticised.
it is delicately perfumed. It is a real
toilet necessity.
We want you to try Rexall "93" Hair
Tonic with our promise that it will
cost you nothing unless you are per-
fectly satisfied with its use. It comes
in two sizes, prices 50o and $1.00.
you can obtain Rexall Reme-
dies In this community only at vour
store The Rexall Store. E. Q.
CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY, Agents, Las Vegas, N. M.t
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In Fresh Mil Co Its Revol vers
AND VigorFlorida Tomatoes Green Onions
Asparagus ' Horse Radish Root Winchester SpiritCalifornia Head New California RiflesLettuce CabbageHot House Leaf New Bermuda Silver SnapLettuce Skin OnionsBlue Ribbon Celery Parsley,' Parsnips LUDWIG Wri, ILFELD " ull mSpinach Beets, Soup Bunches PHONE MAIN 379 In Clothes forRound and Long Oyster Plant Young fieriRadishes Brussel Sprouts
i .V. "A prominent member of the E. RoHIOrder early and you will not be disappointed. me, otiose and Fire rWr.LOCAL NEWS I-m-gesu that the school boards of boththe city and town of Las Vegas
should Insist that fire drills be parti-
cipated In by the teachers and pupilsin each of the school buildingIKE DAVIS Old Crow sold over th hr t t- - stunec.
suggest the drill be held t "w
Always get the
Daroer shop.
once each month and that the chil-dren not be allowed to know whether
they are partlciDatinir in o
Conficence, Poise and Grace in a
young: man are first inspired by dis-
tinctive, individual dress. This indi-
viduality is obtained best through
lng Hart, Shaffner & Marx and Eder-heim- er
Stein & Co's clothes for young-men- .
Obtainable only at Greenberger 's .This department is now full to over-
flowing with new, snappy up-to-d-
patterns.'
"Get Busy Easter is Only
One Week Away
Greenberger
o ui ill jlare being hurriedLunch every morning at in nvwir
because of a fire. That uvnga jBunet.
gesUon Is made that the number offire drills heldWanted at the White Kltchn
first class baker.
ins lnjlJMon the cards- of the children. Thefireman's remarks mo. ...CALL ON US w v iuorii cu uythe horrible conflam-nti-n xtMrs. Davis, ladles' tailored aim rr.. o ' 111 SYork which recently cost the livesoy gowns. 1017 TUden. TaLnhnn.FOR YOU SEE WE HAVE- - Main 357. ul iuu iactory girls.
Be sure and visit our now how. The spring term of the 'district courtfor Mora county will begin in Mora
Monday, April 24. Judee Clares t
dasher store, 610 Douglas avenue.
POUND SALE
' "
"Taicherts.
Choice Colorado Spring: Wheat
Choice Durham Seed Wheat
Choice Ghurson White Oats
Choice Millet Seed
Tomorrow afternoon at 3 o'clock 1Roberts will preside. The term Is ex.New line of Gage street hat will sell to the highest bidder at nubpeeted to be a busy one. Judee Rob- - Big Sale of Granite and Tinwaredisplay Saturday; also a line nf He auction In front of the citv builderts expects to work with the intendress hats. All reasonably nrinH ing two gray burros that were takenFREE! FREE! S trass'. up on the streets.tion of cleaning off the docket a largenumber of cases that have been rec-
orded for some time. A laree amount
Any Article in the Large Assortmentin Our Show WindowsBEN COLES, City MarshalKxtra f ne program PhotoDlav The. of criminal and civil business is await
DO YOU KNOW IT?tre tonight, "Fisher Palks," Blograph; ing the attention of the court. Tn 25me survival of the Fittest." SpHt- - Raton Monday morning of this week
We give absolutely free one
NEW STYLE ASBESTOS
BREAD TOASTER with each
sack of our PRIDE FLOUR
The LadieB Aid of the First Baptist
church will have a "Bake Sale""Age vs. Youth." Lubin. Judge Roberta and Clerk John Joerns
their church Saturday afternoon, April
8. The Baptist ladles know how toThe Postal Telegraph comnanv will
drew from the wheel the names of the
men who will serve as grand and petitjuries for Mora county. make good things to eat.
Many things at just, half price-Co- me and take a look and see
what a quarter will buy.
J. C JOHNS EN & SON
receive the returns of the Packey
McFarland-Morri- s Bloom fight, which
takes place in Racine, Wis.,, tonight. Tony Faust draught beer Is on tanLas Vegas Roller Mills Upon the agreement of both partiesin the action to such a" DrocefHTir at the Opera Bar, and Is one of the- -Get busy and send that unit ears finest draught beers served over anvrnone main Id I I. . "only one week till Easter. We dn Dar m the city.Justice Pablo Vigil has appointed C.D. Boucher and Dr. M. F. Des Marais
to arbitrate the suit of Miss K. Rohaany and all kinds of cleaning. Goods
called for and delivered. Parisian Finch's Golden Wedding Rye. airedSavage against Mrs. Lizzie Hie-eln-
Cleaners, Phone Main 35. m tne wood. Direct from distillerypresident of the Las Vegas hospital. to you. At the Lobby, of course.Misa toavage Is suing for 20 for one
month's wages as a nurse. She havThe members of the eifla' hnw.ball team of the Las Veeas hlhESTABLISHED 1870
school have presented to W. C. Dn.
she was engaged for that length of
time but was dismissed at the explra-tlo- u
of thirteen days. She also aakanls, who coached the team durtne- - h
season, a handsome High School nfi. fo.12 as damages due to her trunk
We'll Wash
Your Clothes
Much Cleaner
low, as a token' of their esteem. being held five days by ordr ntTh, Hlggins. SCREENED cSik LUMP
Anthracite Coal, all sizes. Steam Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.
D. W. CONDON
Foot of Main St. phone Ma, 2,
First National Bank
It costs us fifty dollars to show Buf-
falo Jones pictures. It will only cost
you ten cents to see them. Duncan
tonight only.
There has been a big reservation of
eats for the entertainment, "An
Evening With the Stars" to be given
tonight in the Y. M. C. A. auditorium,
aa one of the numbers on the Santa
Fe course. Mary Proctor, daughter
of a famous astronomer, will talk and
Order any kind of cakes, bread.of
pies and cookies from the White Kit
chen. Wagon will be out at 9 a. m.,
and all day. Remember. Lehman's Retail Prices:- -
Las Vegas, New Mexico
First National Bank Building,
Sixth Street
Maud Haldane, a' gifted hlstrlonismalt bread, made of pure liquid malt. reader, will recite. The lecture and
recitation will be Illustrated with
Is recognized as the most healthful,
most palatable home made in the city. stereopticon slides. The entertain-
ment will begin promptly at 8:30
The principal reason why you
should send your washing to
us, instead of to a washerwo-
man or doing It yourself at
home, Is that we'll wash your
clothes much cleaner.
We wash your clothes in eight
complete changes of water.
These waters range in temper-
ature from cold to boiling hot.
We use plenty of good, pure
soap, and we get the clothes
white, sweet and clean.
Our service includes Rough
Dry Wash and Washing and
Ironing complete. Prices on
each service are reasonable.
o'clock.
2,000 lbs., or more, each delivery, 20c per 100 lb.
1,000 lbs., to 2,000 lbs., each delivery, 25c per 10 lbs.
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs, each delivery, 30c per 100 lbs.
50 lbs., to. 200 lbs, each delivery 40c per 100 lbs.
Leu than 50 lbs., each delivery, 50o per 100 lbs.
AG UA PURA COMPANY
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural ir th -- .a
BUY A WHOLE
JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
E. D. RAYNOLDS, - - . Cashier
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As't Cashier
A General Banking Business transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits.Issues Domestic and Foreign Exchange. PREMIUM HAM lasting qualities of which have made Las Vegas famous. Office 701
lAJugias avenue.
The funeral of Floren'tlno Flores,
who was found dead yesterday morn-
ing on the steps leading up the ter-
race of the Douglas avenue school
grounds, was held this afternoon at
2:30 o'clck from the Church of Out
Lady of Sorrows. Interment was In
St. Joseph's cemetery. A large num-
ber of the friends of the dead man
attended the funeral.
It's the Economical; Way
Las Vegas Steam Laundry
Phone Main 81.
It's the Sanitary WayIt's the Logical Way
A fresh consignmentjust received direct from
Swift and Company.
DRY CLEANING
Requires a skillful process-- To take a garmentand.deanit without shrinking or spoiling the shape
requires experience. We have been in the businessfor a number of years and have the experience.
The Kareful Kiothing Kieaning KaPhone Vegas 450 - 614 Lincoln Avenue
UtBsiodnodGfj
John McCormick, a healthseeker,
died last night at 11:30 o'clock in the
Las Vegas hospital, where he had
been a patient for several weeks. Mr.
McCormick came here March 16 from
his home in Chicago. He is survived
by a sister, Mrs. L. Fording, who
Chicago. The body is being
held by Johnsen and Son pending In-
structions from her.
DON'T WORRY
ABOUTOrder One Now
1
A big meeting will be held tonight
in the lodge rooms of the Fraternal
Brotherhood by Las Vegas dam No.
81 of the Independent Order of Beav
I. H. STEARNS. ers. Several new members will beinitiated and a number of propositions
for mempership will be received. The
meeting is expected to be a rousing
' "one. k
BAKING
When you can buy Fresh,
Clean and Wholesome
ROLLS
Baked in a Sanitary Oven
and in a sanitary way
FRESH EVERY DAY
PURE THINGS TO EAT.
Don't boatyour car-
pets and start tho
germs to ftying, use
tho Vacuum Cleaner.
Picks up dirt and
germs-- Wo rent tho
cleaner for $t a day.
If You Want the Best
GROCERIES, BAKERY GOODS, HEATS, POULTRY
v FISH, ETC, BUY THEM OF THE
Graaf & Hayward ;C6i tore
NOTHING BETTER TO BE HAD WE ALWAYS
HAVE THE BEST OF ERyVhING EATABLE
WAINJTPrV An intelligent Delivery Boy
Apply at store, 617 Lincoln
....
-
'
-
...
Just receiVed another shipment of white clo
vers sweet pea and nasturtium seed inbulk. In time for dinner at ,
They Taste GoodThey Look Good
Las Vegas Light
Ct Power Co,
Phone Main 20G. ,Perry! Onion & Son. iSi s Store.thone;Main 462,t;;Kanch;Pbone276. BOUCHER'S(The Coffee Mao.)They are Good
